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Synopsis
The sffusion of hydrogen from deformed iron wires 
has "been studied by combining low temperature internal 
friction measurement of the cold-work peak with a 
thermal cycling procedure. Diffusion constants have 
been calculated by a modification of the technique 
developed by Armstrong, for conditions where diffusion 
takes place over a range of temperatures. The activation 
energy for effusion between 200 and 300°K. is 
7 -8 Keals./gm.mole, in good agreement with previous 
work based on other methods. A linear variation of the 
cold-work peak height with hydrogen content suggests 
that dislocations act as the major trapping sites when 
the deformation level (16% R.A.) is insufficient to 
produce internal voids and when the hydrogen content is 
low ppm.}., A binding energy of 5-6 Kcals./gm.mole can
be derived by taking into account current values for the 
basic lattice diffusion of hydrogen. This is consistent 
with a basic elastic interaction energy model based on a 
partial molar volume for hydrogen of ^ 2ccs./gm.mole, 
and supports the location of lattice hydrogen in 
octahedral interstices. The similarity between the 
dislocation binding energy and the energy of adsorption 
at free surfaces may account for the conflict which 
exists regarding the predominant location of hydrogen in 
ferrite containg both internal voids and a high
-3-
dislocation density. These implications are considered 
in connection with current theories on the mechanism of 
hydrogen embrittlement.
The damping properties of the dislocation array 
were studied in a magnetic field of 100 oersteds in order 
to remove the magnetic damping contribution. Subsidiary 
tests at intermediate field strengths show that the 
magnetic damping can be represented by a vector diagram 
model and that there is a magneto-mechanical analogy to 
Rayleigh’s Law. The response of Bloch walls to 
mechanical stimuli indicates that it may be possible to 
calculate the force required to initiate the movement 
of unit area of domain wall in ferrite after various 
degrees of deformation.
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Sect ion 1 TNTRQDUC TION
Since it is well established that hydrogen affects 
the internal friction of iron to produce both a Snoek 
peak and a Koster peak, low frequency internal friction 
has been chosen as an experimental technique which could 
reveal the behaviour of hydrogen dissolved in the 
ferrite lattice and its interaction with dislocations, 
with a view to elucidating the mechanism of hydrogen 
embrittlement of iron and steel. Although embrittlement 
is a problem associated chiefly with commercially 
produced steel containing both alloying elements and 
inclusions, a purified iron was selected for the 
investigation to simplify the interpretation of 
interstitial behaviour; even so it was still found 
necessary to age the iron after deformation for at 
least three days at room temperature in order to 
stabilise the position of trace interstitials.
The consistent introduction of hydrogen into iron 
poses many problems, as does the retention of hydrogen 
during the internal friction test; previously no two 
experimenters have used entirely the same overall 
procedure. Electrolytic charging is satisfactory from many 
points of view but it is liable to cause the specimens to 
crack, while heating specimens in a furnace containing • 
a hydrogen atmosphere and the subsequent quenching are
t-13-
likely to alter the metallurgical condition of the iron.
In the present instance pickling was chosen as the method 
for introduction of small quantities of hydrogen into 
the specimens in order to avoid cracking and consequent 
difficulty in the interpretation of internal friction 
results. Activation energies associated with internal 
friction peaks are usually derived by considering the 
standard relationship of the frequency of vibration with the 
thermal energy available at the peak temperature, or by 
measuring either the half-width or the frequency shift of 
the peak. In this investigation it was decided to try 
and correlate the activation energy for the cold-work 
peak with the activation energy for the diffusion of 
hydrogen, which does not seem to have been previously 
attempted.
The ferromagnetic nature of ferrite necessitates 
the examination of the magnetic properties and magnetic 
damping of the iron because of their influence on the 
internal friction. In principle it is then possible to 
separately assess the dislocation contribution of damping, 
which allows an investigation of the controversial idea 
that (in the absence of voids or cracks) dislocations 
could act as trapping centres for lattice hydrogen. It was 
hoped that insight into the action of these traps might 
clarify the various theories of hydrogen embrittlement and
-1 h -
generally extend our knowledge of the interaction 
of interstitials and dislocations.
-15-
SECTION 2 LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1. Hydrogen in iron
2.1 .1 . The Fe~H phase diagram
The solubility of hydrogen in iron falls very sharply 
with decrease in temperature (1) (Table 1 ).
TABLE 1
The temperature dependence of the solubility of hydrogen in 
ferrite.
Temperature, °C. Solubility of hydrogen, a t .  .%
900 2 X 10-i|
I{.00 2 x 10~5
25 3 1 1 0 '8
An Arrhenius plot for solubility seems to hold for 
temperatures above i4.00°C. (2 ); the agreement between the 
100 atmosphere isobar and the line given by Sievert’s 
Law (3) is quite good above this temperature. The 
deviation below Lj.00oC. is found to be due primarily to a 
change in the heat of solution, and secondarily to deviations 
from Sievert^ Law (U) • The possible existence-of an iron 
hydride (f3 phase) has been suggested (5-8), but there is 
no definite proof of this. Hewitt (9), as a result of 
internal^friction measurement, has stated that hydrogen is 
not present as a solute in ferrite below 130°C. and is
- 1 6 -
only found when a specimen is supersaturated, "but some 
hydrogen must always exist in solid solution to permit its 
effusion from steel (1 0).
Often no delineation is made between hydrogen dissolved 
in the lattice and hydrogen held at dislocations, even 
though distinctions are often made between hydrogen in voids, 
cracks and inclusions and that present in the lattice.
At present, no definite phase diagram can be plotted, but 
at room temperature the solubility of hydrogen is certainly 
very small.
The change in solubility at about 250°C. has been 
frequently observed but only recently has there been an 
explanation. It has been suggested that the deviation in 
the Arrhenius plot (at low temperatures) is caused by the 
formation of relatively immobile di-intestitials in 
equilibrium with single interstitials, the proportion of 
diffusible hydrogen at room temperature being only about a 
tenth of the total (5 1)*
2.1 .2. The state of hydrogen in ferrite
It is generally considered that the validity of a 
square root relationship between pressure and solubility as 
stated in Sievert!s Law indicates dissociation of diatomic 
molecules to atoms which then enter the metal surface.
This relationship holds good for the solubility of hydrogen 
in ferrite, and since hydrogen that has passed through an
-17-
iron membrane is capable of reacting with nitrogen and 
oxygen, Bodenstein (11) concluded that hydrogen was in an 
atomic state- The various forms of hydrogen in iron and 
steel quoted in literature have "been traced by Wach (12) 
(Tahle 2).
TABLE 2
Suggested state of hydrogen in oc -iron, steels and related 
alloys (12).
State Formula
molecular H2
atomic H
positive ion H+
screened ion (H+r
negative ion H"
ion-molecule 4
j methane c\
| epsilon carbidej Fe2C-H j)I
2.1.3- The location of hydrogen in iron 
Prom X-ray measurements, Bastien (13) suggested that 
at ambient temperatures hydrogen resides preferentially 
along {*112} planes in tetrahedral interstices. The 
conclusion was based on broadening of the {112} spots in
-18-
Laue patterns of hydrogen charged steel. Tetelman et al 
(11}.) showed a similar degree of broadening for the patterns 
of uncharged iron strained by 5% and decided that the 
evidence was inconclusive.
G-ensamer et al. (15?16) have suggested that at low 
temperatures the role of hydrogen in iron is similar to 
that of carbon and nitrogen at higher temperatures. Snoek 
(1 7) postulated that carbon and nitrogen occupy octahedral 
interstices in the lattice and confirmatory evidence was 
supplied by Dijkstra (18). Ferro (19 ) considered that 
''mobile” hydrogen diffuses along a path defined by octa­
hedral interstices, the theoretically predicted low elastic 
strain associated with such diffusion has been confirmed 
for elevated temperatures by Bryan and Bodge (20) and for 
lower temperatures by Beck et al. (21). After a theoretical 
treatment of the properties of a lattice composed of rigid 
spheres, Beshers (22) indicated that the energy of a
tetrahedral site in iron is lower than that of an octahedral
o
site when filled with a small interstitial atom (*rw 0.65A 
radius) but there is no reliable evidence of the size of 
hydrogen in the iron lattice. It was pointed out that 
interstitial atoms may jump between the two types of site. 
Different methods of measurement may yield different results 
as internal friction is a dynamic method while X-ray 
analysis is'static.
-19-
The yield point effect due to hydrogen reported by 
Rogers (23?21|) might be considered as confirmation of the 
interstitial nature of hydrogen in iron because of the 
similarity of this effect to those caused by other inter­
stitials. Weiner and G-ensamer (16), after observing an 
internal friction peak at about 110°K. suggested that 
hydrogen was also associated with dislocations at low 
temperatures.
The concept of hydrogen being held in “traps” in the 
lattice was first proposed by Darken and Smith (25) and 
subsequently confirmed by other investigators (26-28).
There is evidence that one of these traps can be identified 
with dislocations in or near which the hydrogen is held as 
protons (29) or in atomic or molecular form (30,31). This 
has been refuted by Hill (3) and Farrell (32), but in the 
light of the present work is probably correct (Section 2j..1.2+.) 
(33)-
I
2.1 .I4.. Adsorption of hydrogen by iron
Emmett and Harkness (3k) found two types of adsorption 
of hydrogen on to activated iron powders, one above, and 
one below 90°C. The heat of solution of hydrogen into cold 
worked iron is quite similar to the heat of chemisorption of 
hydrogen on iron powder (3^)* The relationship of this to 
hydrogen embrittlement has been discussed by Johnson and 
Hill (27)* Several workers have demonstrated that the
- 2 0 -
mode of storage of hydrogen inside a steel is through chemi-
sorption hy active internal surfaces (35-37)•
Mignolet (38) has shown that adsorbed hydrogen is 
electronegative with respect to all metals and deduced that 
such adsorption is covalent* Hydrogen supplies an electron 
and an orbital to the bond, while the adsorbing site 
contributes a vacant orbital; the second bonding electron 
is raised from the highest occupied conduction band by 
excitation, which causes a displacement of electrons, and 
lowers the highest occupied level. The consequent increase
in the work function then accounts for the negative sign of
the adsorbed hydrogen film (39)•
2.1.5* Mechanism of hydrogen entry 
Gaseous hydrogen readily enters iron and steel if 
brought into contact with ferrite above about 100°C., the 
hydrogen content is given by Sievert!s Law:
where S is the solubility (hydrogen content), 
p the pressure 
and K is a proportionality constant.
In the case of hydrogen this law is fully obeyed above
pressure followed by quenching achieves the introduction 
of an appropriate quantity of hydrogen.
Another method of introducing hydrogen from the gaseous
S (1 )
I|.00oC., and thus annealing in hydrogen at a convenient
—21 -
phase is glow discharge with an iron or steel cathode in an 
atmosphere of rarefied hydrogen, this method has "been used 
hy Guntherschulze et al. (Aj.0). Palczewska (4 1) has observed 
that the presence of hydrogen sulphide reduces the activation 
energy of the permeation of hydrogen through iron by 30% 
and concluded that H^S inhibits not only the reaction 
2H Hg but also the (H+ + e~) recombination. On this 
basis it is mostly hydrogen ions and not atoms that 
penetrate into iron, the same conclusion probably also holds 
for electrolytic solutions (1*2). Bastien*s investigations 
(13) support this view; embrittlement of steel occurs in 
a solution of H^S in water, but no embrittlement is 
produced by a solution of H^S in a liquid with a lower 
dielectric constant (benzene).
Cathodic charging in an aqueous electrolyte is a 
convenient method of introducing hydrogen as temperature 
and current density can be easily controlled. However, 
the presence of catalytic poisons must be carefully 
regulated. Such elements as arsenic and selenium and 
compounds such as CS^, H^S and thiourea increase occlusion 
of hydrogen (2,12). Wach (12) has shown that thiourea is 
most effective at a concentration of^  3»9 mg./litre, when 
corrosion effects are also reduced (2*3) ■ Hence corrosion 
with a large loss of metal cannot be entirely responsible 
for the high hydrogen absorption. An interesting 
observation is that stirring the solution reduces hydrogen
- 2 2 -
absorption; the analogy of "electroless plating” of 
hydrogen (12) is not strictly correct because small 
corrosion currents of about 10“^ ma./cm? are generated (1*1*).
2.1.6. The diffusion of hydrogen in ferrite
The relative dimensions of hydrogen atoms and the 
lattice parameters of metals explains the comparative ease
with which hydrogen diffuses through most metals. Hydrogen
may diffuse through the lattice interstices, grain boundaries 
or structural imperfections within grains. Smithells (1*5) 
and Rylski (1*6) take the view that interstitial diffusion 
predominates.
The diffusion coefficient (D) may be expressed as 
follows:
D = Dq exp (-Q/RT) cm^/sec.  »(2)
where Dq is the fundamental frequency factor,
Q the activation energy of diffusion 
R the gas constant
and T is the absolute temperature.
Q corresponds to the energy required for the diffusing 
particle to overcome the potential barrier between two 
interstitial sites in the lattice. In their general theory 
of interstitial diffusion, Wert and Zensr (1*7) considered 
that the activation energy is associated with the strain 
energy of the lattice round octahedral positions as a
-23-
result of distortion induced "by an interstitial atom.
Dq for a t).CoC. lattice was evaluated in the following
equation:
D 1 / 2/6 V a exp A S
R
(3)
where V is the vibration frequency of the solute
atom in an interstitial site, 
a the lattice parameter,
A S the entropy of activation
and R the gas constant.
By internal friction measurements the diffusion coefficient 
may also he calculated in the following manner:
2
D,T
a
36 T
(b)
where T  is the relaxation time (= )
v 2wf
and
of the mechanism under consideration 
is the diffusion coefficient at peak
temperature.
By changing the frequency of test the internal friction peak 
occurs at a different temperature, so from several values of
D^, Bq may he obtained; some values are tabulated below,
~2i4~
TABIE 3
Comparison of Dq values for hydrogen in iron
Do Determination Source
1.6 x 10~3 
1 .1*. x 10-? 
9.2 X 10“!* 
6.0 x 10“^ 
3.? x 10“^ 
6.1+ x 10-^
I
1+.9 x 10"^ experiment
experiment
experiment
experiment
theory
experiment
theory Hill (3)
Hill (3)
Beck et al. (21)
Beck et al. (21)
Bryan and Dodge (20)_ 
Hermann and Primas (1+8)!
i
Wach (12) j
Stross and Tompkins (1+9) determined that the diffusivity
and similar values were found in other investigations between
diffusivity of hydrogen in metals by measuring gaseous 
effusion, their technique was employed for nickel and also 
for the more complicated system of hydrogen in iron (2 7 ) 
Evolution of gas was monitored as the pressure change in an 
evacuated space of known volume. The diffusivity was 
derived from the following equation:
above 200°C conforms^ to the following relationship: 
D = 8.8 x 10-i* exp (-3050/RT) ...... (5)
150 - 750°C. (1+) Johnson and Hill (50) evaluated the
( 6 )
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in which >  is a time constant,
1 the specimen length
d the specimen diameter
and D is the diffusivity at the temperature
of extraction.
A
is the slope of the linear portion of the curve of
v
evolution rate plotted as log (dP/dt) against time, (dP/dt) 
is the slope of the plot of change of pressure in the 
evacuated space with time. Their results are shown in 
Figure 1 , the diffusivity was determined over the range 
25 - 780°C; above 200°C the following equation was valid:
while helow this temperature the diffusivity is anomalously 
low and represented by:
Measurements were quite reproducible in spite of variations 
in grain size, thermal and mechanical history, impurity 
content and original hydrogen content. It was clearly 
established that surface processes were not controlling 
factors in the evolution and that the values reported are 
volume diffusion coefficients.
D = 0.001 U exp (-3200/RT) (7)
D = 0.12 exp (-7820/RT) (8)
2.1.7* The solubility of hydrogen in ferrite 
On the basis of simple theory solubility is connected 
with permeation and diffusivity, but in the Fe-H system
-27-
much of the hydrogen resides in traps below Lj.00oC so 
application of Sievert’s Lav/ is impracticable for the 
calculation of hydrogen concentration at room temperature. 
While many methods of hydrogen analysis give total hydrogen 
content, permeation and diffusivity can be made to give 
values of lattice concentration, this method permits 
calculation of hydrogen pressure in voids.
Iron is an endothermic occluder of hydrogen, i.e. 
solubility increases with temperature. Smialowski (2) 
has indicated that an impurity with exothermic characteristics 
may change the behaviour considerably, chiefly below L}O0oC. 
Geller and Sun (5) derived the following connection betv/een 
solubility and temperature:
S = 1*2.7 exp (-6500/RT)  (9)
where S is the solubility (p.p.m.) by weight 
Unfortunately the region betv/een L{.00oC and room 
temperature has not been so thoroughly studied as the higher 
temperature range, below i|.00oC the behaviour is sometimes 
drastically affected by impurities, specimen history and 
other variables. Darken and Smith (25) studied the 
influence of specimen history on hydrogen solubility during 
pickling SAE 1020 steel, cold work greatly increased 
solubility and the time to reach saturation. Below 200°C 
there is a considerable decrease in lattice hydrogen (9 ) 
although solubility in this region is much higher than
- 28 -
expected from Equation 9* The solubility calculated by 
Bryan and Bodge did not show an anomalous departure below 
i|.00oC, nor was diffusivity affected by cold work although 
an alternative determination yielded values higher by 1*0%. 
The general expression which connects solubility with 
temperature and pressure is:
S = So p exp (-QS/RT)  (10)
Many investigators have shown that trace impurities in 
ferrite have little effect on hydrogen solubility, elements 
forming substitutional solid solutions increase solubility 
only slightly. Solubility is, of course, much greater in 
austenite (5 ,2 7*5 2,5 3)• The presence of precipitates is 
generally regarded as the cause of the retention of hydrogen 
at ambient temperatures, the interfaces are considered to 
act as receptacles for non-diffusible molecular hydrogen.
A marked increase in the hydrogen content of cold 
worked mild steel after pickling in acid was reported by 
Barken and Smith (25); Keller and Bavis made a more 
systematic study above 200°C and concluded that the hydrogen 
capacity of pure iron is not affected by cold work, but the 
occlusive capacity of 0.2% C steel after cold deformation 
increased a hundredfold at 250°C. The hydrogen content 
decreases at higher temperatures, reaching a minimum at 
l4-50°C, beyond which the solubility follows that of the 
annealed steel. On cooling, the hydrogen content (at a 
given temperature) was found to be lower than on heating,
-29-
which was attributed to recrystallization of the ferrite.
It was concluded that the behaviour of mild steel was not 
compatible with the theory of occlusion by storage of 
molecular hydrogen, and the results suggested storage in 
some other form in voids and at imperfections that are 
capable of being removed by annealing.
Harhai et al. have deduced a mathematical relationship 
between the rate of occlusion and time:
In R = In R - kt...............................(11 )
where R is the rate of occlusion at time t,
R the rate at t = 0o
and k the slope of the straight line.
The amount of hydrogen occluded (V) in an interval of time
can be derived from the following equation: 
nt 2
V =\ R e"kt at  (12)
u-t1 0
*8 * The characteristics of hydrogen embrittlement 
As the relevant literature numbers several thousand 
references, only a brief survey of the main characteristics 
is presented.
1 . Ro ferritic steel is immune to hydrogen embrittlement.
2. Very small amounts of hydrogen reduce ductility and 
initiate cracking and blisters; effects have been 
observed with hydrogen contents of less than 1 p.p.m.
The susceptibility to embrittlement is dependent on 
specimen history; it is least for steels with micro­
structures nearest to equilibrium and greatest for 
hardened steels.
Hydrogen has no effect on the elastic properties of 
steel or on the plastic properties before necking 
occurs, but necking is reduced and may be entirely 
prevented.
The flow stress is unaffected and U.T.S. slightly 
decreased; there is a minimum stress below which 
failure will not occur.
Elongation and reduction of area are reduced and the 
fracture stress is reduced in proportion to hydrogen 
concentration.
Hydrogen produces a small yield point at low 
temperatures but can reduce the yield point in mild 
steel at room temperature.
Notched specimens are most sensitive to hydrogen 
embrittlement which reflects the loss of ductility.
If notches are absent, cracks often start at other 
surface flaws or grain boundaries, however, even 
single crystals may suffer embrittlement.
Hydrogen causes premature brittle fracture "under 
static loading conditions; failure may occur at 
stresses only 20% of the U.T.S. Hydrogen introduced 
into stressed steel leads to earlier fracture than
-31 -
when it is introduced “before stressing. For notched 
specimens the static failure limit rises as the notch 
severity is decreased.
10. Embrittlement is enhanced by testing at slow strain 
rates and moderate temperatures, the phenomenon is 
observed betv/een about -100 and 100°G.
11. Embrittlement is reduced by aging at room temperature, 
and may be prevented by annealing at 1 50°C to permit 
hydrogen to escape.
12. There are no reports of hydrogen embrittlement during 
the compressive testing of steel.
13* The presence of hydrogen in steel changes the fracture 
type from ductile to that of a typically brittle 
material.
t
1 • The fatigue life is impaired by the presence of hydrogen.
15* If the hydrogen content varies throughout a specimen, 
the hydrogen rich areas will fracture prematurely in 
a tensile test; the overall behaviour will be typical 
of the enriched areas rather than being representative 
of the average hydrogen content.
*9* Theories of hydrogen embrittlement 
Early theories of hydrogen embrittlement assumed that
the drop in ductility was due to a strain hardening effect
attributed to the formation of iron hydride compounds.
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This view is not widely held because embrittlement can occur
5
when only one hydrogen atom is present in 10 iron atoms, 
and there is still no clear evidence of the existence of 
iron hydrides.
1 . Zappfe (5i|) proposed that lattice hydrogen is pre­
cipitated at discontinuities to form gas which builds up 
pressure and stresses the surrounding metal. Combination 
of this stress with any externally applied tension then 
develops cracks. The temperature and strain rate dependence 
of embrittlement can thus be explained in terms of competition 
between diffusion of hydrogen to voids to create a pressure, 
and a decrease in pressure due to void enlargement by 
deformation. Maximum embrittlement would thus be expected 
at temperatures and strain rates where diffusion was rapid 
enough to maintain pressure within the expanding voids. 
However, it is not clear how this theory could account for 
the absence of embrittlement in compression, and no 
embrittlement would be expected for low hydrogen contents 
which give sub-critical pressures. Experimental evidence 
shows there is a continuous decrease in ductility as 
hydrogen content increases.
2 . Petch and Stables have suggested that hydrogen is 
adsorbed on to the surface of microcracks, where the 
reduction of surface energy decreased the energy requirement 
for formation of new crack surface; the initial fracture
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may be created by a crack ahead of a dislocation array at a 
grain boundary. This theory has been developed to show a 
correlation between hydrogen content and fracture stress, 
which is in reasonable agreement with experiment (55556). 
There has been, however, no unambiguous demonstration that 
hydrogen would be adsorbed on crack surfaces in the required 
manner.
3. The mechanism of de Kazinczy proposes that the adiabatic 
expansion of hydrogen gas during the growth of a crack 
contributes energy towards that required to rupture the 
metal so the critical stress for crack propagation is 
reduced. This theory requires a two stage process:
(a) initial crack growth will be slow as hydrogen diffuses 
to the space, and then (b) the crack will propagate as the 
gas expands. A greater hydrogen concentration will lead to 
increased pressures within the cracks so a lower applied 
stress is required to cause failure. This theory explains 
the dependence of embrittlement on strain rate and its 
decrease at low temperatures, but another factor is required 
to explain the reduction of embrittlement at elevated 
temperatures.
ij.. Bastien and Azou reasoned that hydrogen will move to 
sites where it can most effectively reduce the free energy, 
such as lattice irregularities, vacancies and dislocations 
(13)* The state of hydrogen cannot be uniquely specified,
~ 3 U ~
a.nr3 wrmi-u vary from ionic at dislocationa to molecular in 
voids. The hydrogen is transported to the defects by 
dislocations and then behaves in the manner proposed by 
Zappfe. In addition, it is proposed that hydrogen is 
associated with dislocations in {1 1 2 j planes and tends to 
oppose slip on these planes, hindering plastic deformation.
The fact that hydrogen is sited in £ 11 2J planes was deduced 
from the broadening of these spots on a Laue back-reflection 
X-ray film. However, Tetelman et al.Oh) produced similar 
films from iron strained by 5% but containing no hydrogen, 
so the correct interpretation of these results is by no 
means clear.
5. Morlet, Johnson and Troiano (58,59) have presented a 
further theory in which it is assumed that the hydrogen is 
uniformly distributed before testing. Failure occurs in 
three stages: (a) incubation, (b) slow crack propagation
and (c) catastrophic failure. When the specimen is 
strained, regions of triaxial stress are created below the 
surface of notches and voids, hydrogen diffuses along the 
stress gradient to these regions. The time taken for 
diffusion is the incubation period. The most severe triaxial 
stresses will be created just below the root of a crack, when 
the hydrogen concentration in this region reaches a critical 
value a new crack forms to join the original crack. Further 
cracking must wait until more hydrogen has diffused to the
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new region of high stress, and in this way the crack advances 
in a series of steps until finally, catastrophic failure 
occurs. This theory does not rule out blistering as a 
result of pressure of gaseous hydrogen, but discounts 
embrittlement caused by gas pressure. However, the 
precise way in which the concentration of dissolved hydrogen 
at points of triaxial stress causes brittle fracture is 
unexplained, it is inherently assumed that hydrogen can be 
more readily accommodated at regions of stress and will 
diffuse towards them.
The theories of Zappfe and de Kazinczy both rely on 
the action of pressurised gas within voids in enlarging 
cracks, Bastien and Azou add to the proposal by suggesting 
a mechanism by which hydrogen reaches the voids.
Smialowski (60) has measured the changing length of a steel 
bar during electrolytic charging which produced blisters, 
and calculated that pressures of the order of 10^ atmospheres 
were created. There is no indication that blistering and 
embrittlement are connected as the fact that blistering 
rather than flaking occurred indicates that there was some 
ductility in the surface of the metal.
The theories of Petch and Stables and Troiano et al. 
propose that hydrogen in the lattice diffuses to sites 
where it can cause damage by reducing resistance to crack 
propagation. Since Troiano does not suggest an actual 
embrittling mechanism the two hypotheses may be complementary.
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It is possible that decreased resistance to cracking is 
aggravated by gas pressure within voids and the two factors 
operate together to cause premature failure. There is at
present no definite solution to the problem.
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2.2. Dislocations in ferrite
2.2.1 . The effect of plastic deformation 
Work hardening is generally regarded in terms of the 
collective behaviour of dislocations. This behaviour is 
highly versatile because of the many ways in which dis­
locations can arrange themselves and interfere with one 
another (61). Experimental observation of slip bands, 
lattice bending, cross slip and deformation bands has been 
used to obtain a self-consistent, picture of the cold-worked 
state (6 2,6 3).
It is now generally accepted that dislocations are
generated by plastic deformation and that their concentration
8 2increases from about 10 lines/cm. in the annealed state to
11 1 P pabout 10 - 10 lines/cm. in the heavily deformed condition.
Brandon and Nutting (68) have stated that under normal
circumstances the dislocation density of iron increases from 
7 10about 10 to 5 x 10 by cold working to 10% strain.
Increasing the strain beyond this does not greatly increase 
dislocation density. Instead, complex dislocation tangles 
form into a subgrain structure and further strain seems to 
be accommodated by the subgrains rotating relative to each 
other.
Since cold work hardens metal it may be expected that 
there will be an associated change in the internal energy 
of the material (624.-6 6) • The stored energy is proportional
to strain up to a certain level, v/hen it becomes constant at 
1.2 cals/gm. in the case of iron (6 7). X-ray work shows 
that the majority of this energy is stored as distortion on 
the atomic scale, large scale distortion accounts for only 
about 1 C% of the total.
2.2.2. Measurement of dislocation density
Dislocations have been observed directly by several 
methods, including the surface techniques of crystal growth, 
surface evaporation and etching. Bulk techniques include 
decoration and X-ray refraction, while thin film electron 
microscopy has revealed dislocations by both direct 
resolution of the lattice and the use of Moire patterns; 
field ion microscopy has also been employed. An excellent 
review of the subject has been made by Amelinckx (6 9).
Several of these methods can be employed to estimate 
dislocation density, which may be defined as the number of 
dislocations passing through unit area of a plane inside a 
crystal.
Keh (70) investigated dislocation arrangements in a 
decarburized, vacuum-melted iron deformed by rolling; the 
dislocation arrays were observed by transmission electron 
microscopy. Deformation at room temperature by different 
amounts produced dislocations that were highly jogged and 
non-uniform. After 5% deformation, regions of high 
dislocation density were separated by regions of low density.
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As the amount of deformation was increased, the dislocation 
concentration in the dense regions became higher, and after 
9 and 16% strain, a partial cell structure was observed.
30% deformation produced a complete cell structure with an 
average cell dimension of about 2 microns. The temperature 
at which deformation was carried out had little effect on 
the number of dislocations produced; however, the 
distribution was more uniform in iron deformed at -70°C 
and the cell structure was more marked in iron strained at 
250°C. After deformation at room temperature the dis­
location density at cell walls was four times the overall 
average.
A linear relationship was found between the square 
root of dislocation density and flow stress (Pig.2). 
Dislocation density was derived statistically from enlarged 
electron photomicrographs of the dislocation array, flow 
stress was assumed to be the same as the maximum shear 
stress in tension, which is equal to half the yield stress. 
The relationship obtained can be represented by the equation:
C£ = 360 + 3 .7 7 X 10-3 = 360 + 0.1 9Gb ........ (1 3)
Q
where is the flow stress in kg/cm ,
the dislocation density at cell walls,
G- the shear modulus (7*9 x 10" dynes/cm. for iron) 
and b is the Burgers vector.
ho
2 O * Internal friction in metals
Introduction
Internal friction is the ability of a solid to convert 
vibrational energy into heat even when energy losses to its 
surroundings are negligible, and is often displayed as the 
decay of amplitude of vibration of the body (?1).
Modern elastic theory is based on Hooke* s La?; ?/hich 
states that strain is proportional to stress (72). This 
applies only when the stress is applied very slowly, under 
such conditions the body is perfectly elastic. In practice, 
however, solids show elastic after-effects and strain lags 
behind stress. This behaviour in the pre-plastic range is 
called "anelasticity11 (73) •
2.3.1. Theory of non-elastic hehaviour
Zener*s model of a standard linear solid accounts for 
the gradual relaxation of overall stress with time, the 
corresponding equation is:
When stress and strain are plotted on a vector diagram 
the angle (<fi) is of interest as tan <fi is a measure of 
internal friction. If tan <fi is plotted against log (<Dt)s 
Y/here cj is the angular frequency of vibration and T'is the 
relaxation time, a symmetrical curve is obtained with a 
maximum at cj 't ' = 1 ? under which conditions
^  e + b2 £ (1U)
"-P (15)
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where f is the frequency of vibration.
The peak height will be a measure of the magnitude of 
the reaction under consideration and the relaxation time,as 
a function of frequency^may indicate the reaction responsible. 
The peak will remain symmetrical only if the reaction has a 
single relaxation time, otherwise, if there is more than one 
relaxation time the peak will be distorted.
When internal friction is measured over a range of 
frequencies and the result is plotted against frequency, 
the curve obtained exhibits a series of peaks of different 
relaxation time, this is a relaxation spectrum. Since a 
frequency range of 10~^ to 10^ c./s. would be needed to 
cover the majority of metallurgical research and a range of 
four orders of magnitude to follow a single relaxation 
process, this is not practicable with a torsion pendulum. 
However, it has been shown that relaxation time has an 
exponential relationship with temperature:
T = T0 e  (16)
where 'T is the relaxation time at infinite o
temperature,
Q the activation energy of the process,
R the gas constant 
and T the absolute temperature
It will be seen that the experiment can be performed 
at constant frequency, but at varying temperature to give
-U2~
the same information about u>T»
The occurrence of an internal friction peak may be 
explained thus:-
at low temperatures the reaction responsible cannot take 
place because the reaction rate is slow compared with the 
frequency of oscillation. At high temperatures the 
reaction proceeds to completion. In both cases the strain 
will be proportional to stress and there will be no energy 
loss; only at intermediate temperatures will reaction rates 
have values such that energy loss is possible.
2.3-2. Measure of internal friction 
In the determination of internal friction (tan 0), $ 
can be measured directly only when tan <j> is comparable to, 
or g re a te r than unity. In practice the internal friction 
is small compared with unity so indirect methods of, measure­
ment are employed.
A common indirect method is that of forced oscillation 
where the frequency of the impressed force is varied at 
constant amplitude. The amplitude of vibration will be 
maximum when the impressed frequency is the same as the 
resonant frequency of the specimen (f), and decreases 
towards zero as the impressed frequency varies from the 
resonant frequency. If Af is the change in impressed 
frequency necessary to change the amplitude from half the 
maximum on one side of the peak to half the maximum on the
-br­
other, the internal friction is given by:
A f
tan (j> -  ““jr  .(1 7)
Another method involves measurement of the proportion 
of energy dissipated per cycle of vibration. The ratio 
is called the "specific damping capacity". For 
small values of internal friction:
tan (j> = x  (18)
2 rr E
This method may be used at high frequencies when AE is the 
energy required per cycle to maintain some arbitrary ampli­
tude of vibration. Internal friction is sometimes related
-j
by analogy to the damping in an electrical circuit ( / q ) •
tan <p =    (19)
Probably the simplest method of measurement is the
amplitude decay method. After excitation the damping of
free vibrations occurs without application of any external
forces to the system. Internal friction is measured by:
S = In  (20)
n An
where A q is the initial amplitude
and An is the amplitude after n cycles. 
s is called the logarithmic decrement and is related to 
tan $ thus:
S = 7T tan (p  (21)
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FIG .3. THE BODY-CENTERED CUBE WITH EQUIVALENT 
OCTAHEDRAL INTERSTICES.
FIG.4. THE EXTENSION OF PARTICULAR INTERSTICES
DUE TO TORSION.
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All these measures are interchangeable provided the internal 
friction is small.
+ A S/ - 1 v A E / , Ntan <t> -  Q, -  / ^ - 2 ^ x /E - f ........... (22)
2.3*3» Stress induced ordering - The Snoek peak 
Deviation from a random distribution of atoms in a 
crystal lattice may he described as a form of ordering; the 
application of stress to a lattice may alter or create a 
state of order (71). In 1939 > Snoek (7i+) demonstrated that 
internal friction peaks in iron were due to the presence of 
carbon and nitrogen in solid solution. It was subsequently 
proposed that the peaks were due to the stress induced 
ordering of interstitials (1 7)«
The theory proposes that interstitial atoms occupy 
octahedral interstices at the centre of a cube face ( i , h 90)  
or the equivalent position at the centre of a cube edge 
(s>0,0). Such a site is surrounded by six solvent atoms 
(Fig.3)9 two nearest neighbours and four next nearest.
There are three sets of octahedral sites depending on 
whether the nearest neighbours are lying in the x, y or z 
direction. In the unstrained lattice interstitials are 
randomly distributed between the three types of site, but a 
tensional stress applied along the x direction will enlarge 
x sites and sites in the other directions will contract.. 
Then the x sites will more readily accommodate interstitials
—U-6—
and interstitial atoms will diffuse towards them from y and 
z sites. The energy absorbed by this movement is observed 
as internal friction. When the stress is released the 
state of randomness is re-established. Figure L{. shows a 
unit cell in a cylinder which is elastically deformed in 
torsion to make certain sites "preferred" by interstitial 
atoms; this is the type of deformation undergone by the 
specimen in a torsion pendulum (75).
Snoek*s theory indicates that the anelastic behaviour 
of b.c.c. metals containing an interstitial solute will be 
anisotropic, and that the effects will be greatest when 
stress is applied along a ’(100^ direction. However, all 
octahedral sites will be extended equally by a stress 
applied in a ( m )  direction so no ordering will occur; 
this hypothesis was verified by Dijkstra (18) in single 
crystals of iron.
Snoek (17) also demonstrated that the peak height 
should be proportional to solute concentration and this 
was confirmed by Di.jkstra (18). For this to be strictly 
true the specimen must consist of a large number of randomly 
orientated grains as the contribution to internal friction 
of any grain depends on its orientation with respect to the 
direction of applied stress. Although the peak height is 
sensitive to orientation and the number of participating 
atoms, the location of the peak is regulated only by the 
interstitial jump rate at the temperature of test.
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2.3*4* Dislocation damping
This topic has been extensively reviewed by Niblett 
and Wilks (76). The internal friction of metals is very 
sensitive to cold work; even slight deformation may increase 
the internal friction most markedly although the damping may 
be reduced again by annealing. Read (77) concluded from 
these facts that dislocations contribute significantly to 
internal friction. Bordoni (78*79) made measurements on 
cold worked f.c.c. metals in a kilocycle damping apparatus 
between 4°K. and room temperature, and discovered a large 
peak at about a third of the Debye temperature. Seeger 
(80,81) postulated that the peaks result from a relaxation 
process involving thermally created kinks on dislocations 
which run parallel to a close packed direction. Only a 
small force will be required to separate kinks of opposite 
sign but in the absence of stress they will attract and 
cancel one another. The internal friction which results 
from the creation of kinks will be maximum when the 
frequency of oscillation approximates to the rate of kink 
formation.
Seeger*s theory does not explain why the peak is four 
times the breadth expected for a single activation energy; 
Pare (82) ascribes this to the fact that pairs of kinks 
are not equally separated but governed by a statistical 
distribution. Other minor modifications to the theory
-4+ 8-.
have 136621 proposed (83-85).* Peaks exhibiting similar
characteristics have heen observed in b.c.c. metals (8i+?86- 
90) .
4 *
2*3*5* The G-ranato-Lucke theory
Amplitude independent internal friction may also "be 
regarded as the quasi-viscous damping of oscillating 
dislocations. (Koehler (91 ) has likened their movement to 
the vibration of a stretched string, the resonant frequency 
of which is about 100 mc/s. G-ranato and Lucke (92) have 
developed a more comprehensive theory from this model and 
showed that if a resonance mechanism was operating with a
g
peak at about 10 c./s., at lower frequencies the damping
should be given by:
s = K A  lA'oJ   (2 3)
where A  is the dislocation density,
L the mean dislocation loop length, 
to the angular frequency of vibration
and K is a constant which is independent of
strain amplitude
Prom this equation, as cold work is increased, the 
dislocation density (A) rises rapidly at first but the 
loop length (l ) is decreased so that the greater number of 
dislocations increases the damping, but as the loop lengths 
are progressively shortened by the greater extent of 
dislocation pinning the damping is reduced again so the
FIG. 5.
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MODEL FOR DAMPED DISLOCATION MOTION AND HYSTERESIS;
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internal friction goes through a maximum.
2.3-6. Interaction of dislocations and point defects
It has "been demonstrated that, up to a certain strain, 
temperature independent damping remains independent of 
strain amplitude, hut "beyond that critical strain the 
damping increases sharply. It is assumed that this is 
caused hy dislocations "breaking away from the less strong 
pinning points. Granato and Lucke (92) extended their 
theory to cover this situation. Dislocation loops are 
held firmly at nodes in the network and less strongly at 
impurity atoms (Figs. 5>6), so as stress is applied to the 
system, the loops how out (A-C) until the breakaway stress 
is reached when a large increase in dislocation strain occurs 
for no increase in stress (C-D). Breakaway is catastrophic 
as the longest loop unpins first to create an even larger 
loop until the whole dislocation is unpinned between the 
nodes. Further stress hows the whole loop between the 
nodes (D-E), and a still greater stress activates the Frank- 
Read source (93) which leads to the creation and expansion of 
closed dislocation loops (H-j). If, however, the stress is 
released after the breakaway stage (C-D) the loop collapses 
and does not become pinned again until the stress is removed 
(F-G). Granato and Lucke calculated the resulting internal 
friction to be:
where A  is an orientation factor*
K a function of unpinning stress, 
is Cottrells misfit parameter, 
a the atom spacing,
the mean distance "between nodes, 
the mean distance "between pinning atoms 
and £q is the mean value of oscillating strain*
The energy loss arises from the fact that, during the 
unloading of the system, the dislocation loops collapse 
elastically along the path FGA; the loss is proportional 
to the area of the hysteresis loop ABCDFGA.
2.3»7• The Hasiguti peak
Several investigators have observed low damping peak 
at about 1l4.5°K. at 1 c./s. in copper (81+,91+>95) and in gold 
(96) deformed in torsion or tension. Hasiguti (97) bas 
proposed that a dislocation lying along a close packed 
direction containing a pinning point has a certain 
probability of breaking away with the help of thermal energy. 
After unpinning, the point defect will be attracted towards 
the dislocation and will again try to pin it. When the 
frequency of breakaway and repinning approximates the 
applied vibrational frequency, a relaxation peak will be
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produced. A family of three of these peaks has been 
observed which have been attributed to single vacancies, 
di-vacancies and self-interstitials on the dislocation 
line*
2*3*8. The cold-work peak
A peak has been observed at about 200°C in cold worked 
iron and iron alloys* It was first reported by Snoek (1?) 
and Ke (98) using a low frequency, low amplitude torsion 
pendulum. Extensive work was carried out by Koster et al. 
(99) on pure iron containing small quantities of inter­
stitials, which has led to this peak being called the 
Koster peak. They showed that peak height increased 
linearly with carbon content; for a particular carbon 
content the damping could be increased by deformation*
They concluded that the peak was due to an interstitial- 
dislocation interaction and proposed that a dislocation 
bowing under an oscillating stress pulled the interstitial 
away from the dislocation core, the interstitial was re­
sited by a Snoek type of jump.
Kamber and Wert (100) stated that the peak required 
ageing to develop, and suggested that it was caused by the 
lag of precipitated particles behind the oscillation of a 
dislocation loop to which they were attracted. The 
proposal that the elastic relaxation is directly caused by
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the movement of dislocations was further developed by Schoeck 
(101) who supposed that the dislocations are normally locked 
by impurity atmospheres but can move at the peak temperature 
by dragging the solute atoms along*
The chief problem on the mechanism of the peak is 
whether the anelasticity arises from re-orientation of 
interstitial impurities or directly from dislocation motion. 
Orientation dependence of the cold-work peak was examined 
by Ino and Sugeno (102) to resolve the problem; the 
greater orientation dependence of the Snoek peak when 
compared with the cold-work peak suggested that a Snoek type 
of mechanism was not responsible. These workers did not 
find a linear dependence of peak height on impurity content, 
which was also considered to discount the possibility of a 
Snoek mechanism. They accepted SchoeckTs model as an 
approximation, since the dependence of peak temperature on 
impurity content or degree of deformation was fairly well 
explained, but the model was modified to account for some 
anomalies; the first being that the relaxation strength 
is predicted to become larger as the temperature of 
deformation is reduced, when experimental results show 
otherwise. Secondly, Schoeck!s model fails to explain the 
increase in peak height with increasing impurity content.
The anomalies are explained by reference to the mean value 
of internal stress gradients affecting dislocation movement.
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An important observation has been made by Petarra and 
Beshers (103) who have shown that the cold-work peak can 
occur when the interstitial solute content is undetectable, 
peak height is dependent on the previous treatment of the 
specimen. Absence of a nitrogen Snoek peak was taken as 
evidence that no nitrogen was in solid solution; the cold*-» 
work peak was believed to be due to the migration of 
nitrogen atoms from low energy traps to freshly-introduced 
dislocation sites. Carbon did not contribute to this peak
t
but rather hindered its formation (101+).
2.3*9“ Magnetic damping
Coupling between the magnetic and mechanical properties 
of metals has been extensively reviewed (105-108). The 
magnetic contribution to internal friction can be separated 
into three parts: macro-eddy currents, micro-eddy currents
and hysteresis (1 0 9,110).
Macro-eddy currents are excited by a change of in­
duction of the specimen resulting from the strain occurring 
during vibration, and will be zero if the specimen is not 
magnetized. Instantaneous application of tension to a 
partly magnetized specimen will change the magnetization and 
induce surface macro-eddy currents that produce an additional 
field inside the specimen to maintain the internal flux. 
Resistance losses are associated with these currents. The 
eddy currents gradually move inwards, and allow the field
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strength to return to its original value. The movement of 
eddy currents and hence of magnetic flux may "be compared 
with thermal diffusion which produces thermoelastic damping 
(73)* The damping is controlled "by specimen thickness, 
the frequency of vibration and the electrical resistivity of 
the material. In the usual type of torsion pendulum 
employed, specimen thickness and test frequency are small 
so the contribution cf this type of damping can usually be 
neglected.
Micro-eddy currents result from the characteristic 
reaction of individual domains to a vibrational strain so 
local changes in flux and associated eddy currents vary 
from one place to another. The vectorial sum of these 
changes will be zero but the micro-eddy currents will suffer 
resistive losses, and differ from macro-eddy currents in 
that they cause damping at zero magnetization. The damping 
is proportional to frequency and so will be low for a torsion 
pendulum; it is, however, sensitive to structure and varies 
with the square of the magnitude of internal stresses (107)* 
It is also reduced by cold-v/ork and increased by annealing 
(1 1 1 ,1 1 2).
Hysteresis is present when stress changes local magnet­
ization by irreversible displacement of domain walls. At 
low frequencies eddy current losses are small; under these 
conditions the hysteresis loop is similar to the stress- 
strain loop and is associated with irreversible domain wall
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movement (113), adjacent domains magnetized in opposite 
directions will not be affected by stress but magneto­
striction will cause the migration of 90° domain walls.
It has been pointed out by Doring (112+) that Bloch wall 
movement exhibits inertia, despite the lack of mass dis-
i
placement. The energy dissipated per cycle is amplitude 
dependent and proportional to surface strain (1 1 5,1 1 6).
Domain wall movement can activate other forms of 
damping. As a volume of metal is swept by moving (90°) 
domain walls, the direction of magnetization of some regions 
of the metal is changed by 90°, with a corresponding change 
in the direction of magnetostrictive strain. The change 
of strain will activate Snoek interstitial jumps and dis­
location movement which cause internal friction in the 
normal way (117)• (See Section 2.6.6.)
The properties of the various factors which contribute 
to magnetic damping are summarised in Table 2+.
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Factors which influence magnetic damping
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Some of these factors are related and not independently 
variable. For example, the state of magnetization of the 
specimen is related to the strength of the surrounding 
field; secondly, the resistivity of the material is related 
to its internal structure. Micro-eddy current losses and 
hysteresis are closely related as both are caused by domain 
wall motion, which also influences the direction of local 
magnetostrictive strain and hence interaction with lattice 
defects. There is little information about the effect on 
damping of a magnetic field of strength greater than that 
required to saturate the specimen.
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2<M- Internal frlction in ferrite .
Iron has frequently been selected as a material for 
internal friction investigations and a wide range of 
phenomena have been observed, including peaks attributable 
to the action of point defects, peaks associated with 
deformation and the influence of magnetic effects. A 
survey of these has been made by Beshers (118).
- »'* 2 • Aj-* 1- .peaks associated wt,th- interstitial impurities 0
Damping peaks in iron slightly above room temperature
have been shown by Suoek (17) to result from the stress 
induced re-orientation of carbon and nitrogen. Powers and 
Doyle (119) reviewed the proposed mechanism and concluded 
that it applied generally to interstitial impurities in 
iron and several other b.c.c. metals. Experimental peaks in 
some b.c.c. metals other than iron did not show the same 
symmetry as those observed in ferrite (120-1 2 6) and raised 
questions about the limits of the applicability of Snoek*s 
model, but Ke (1 2 0) proposed that tetragonal sites were 
occupied in addition to the octahedral sites which would 
account for the discrepancy in jump rate. Beshers (22) has 
considered the interstitial position of atoms of various 
sizes in a lattice of rigid spheres, the position of hydrogen 
is uncertain because of lack of information about the atomic 
radius but there is a definite possibility that it occupies 
octahedral sites.
Thus the Snoek peak is a phenomenon for which we know 
the responsible defect and general pattern of behaviour, but
for which exact details are still uncertain.
Under certain conditions a number of smaller peaks 
have been observed in the vicinity of the Snoek peak, which 
have been attributed to modifications of the main peak by 
the presence of other defects. Those most extensively 
investigated are associated with substitutional impurities 
(127-129), the first indication of an interaction was 
obtained by Wert (130). Meijering suggested that the 
Dijkstra peak is due to interstitials preferentially 
situated next to substitutional impurities which must first 
jump to a less preferred site before completing 
re-orientation; the activation energy is higher than for an 
ordinary Snoek jump so the peak occurs at a higher 
temperature. The lower peak may be associated with pairs 
of substitutional atoms. Rawlings and Robinson (l3i)j and 
also Dickenschied (132) have noticed a small peak just above 
the Snoek peak in slightly deformed iron, at which 
temperature a single relaxation time corresponds to only two 
or three Snoek jumps, so it is possible that the process 
is re-orientation in the vicinity of a dislocation.
2. k . 2 Damping - as so ciated.wlth dislocati'bn motion in
iron
The phenomena which have been most studied are the 
amplitude-dependent breakaway from impurities suggested by 
Granato and Lucke (92,133) and the Bordoni peaks. (See 
sections 2.3oUc and 2.3«5)o Guberman studied amplitude 
dependent damping in zdne refined iron between 77°K. and 
room temperature and at frequencies around 30 kc/s.-,
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and was able to show that there was dislocation movement at
strain amplitudes near and above 10 , neither domain wall
movement or temperature changes in the sample were indicated
as being responsible for the observed phenomena. The changes
were attributed to freely moving dislocations which were
forced away from pinning points at high strain and which
re-pinned only slowly when the strain was reduced. At
temperatures when carbon and nitrogen are mobile, the re-
2 ,-
pinning follows the t ' 3  law of diffusion to dislocations.
Robinson and Rawlings (13*0.* working at 1 c./s. between 
room temperature and 280°C. observed amplitude dependence 
with breakaway at strains greater than 6 x 1 0 ; the effect 
occurred more readily at higher temperatures. The behaviour 
of Fe-Si samples closely followed the form expected from the 
G-ranato-Lucke hypothesis, which was used to obtain a value of 
0.001+ eV for the binding energy of silicon to dislocations. 
These results are open to question since a magnetic field was 
not used.
The viscosity effect reported by Swartz (131+) Petarra 
and Beshers (135) has been described by Nowick as damping 
which occurs after large deformation, which is amplitude 
independent at low amplitudes but strongly dependent on 
temperature and frequency. Nowick supposed that subgrain 
boundaries were involved, while Swartz suggested possible 
short range kink motion. Petarra and Beshers observed that 
the effect persisted above the cold—work peak, which
~6.2“\
suggests th<at a special type af dislocation is responsible.
2el+,3c Dislocation-Interstitial interaction.
Snoek (17) discovered a peak at about 220°C. and 1 c/s. 
in cold worked iron, and several workers have shown that 
this peak requires interstitial impurities and either 
plastic deformation or a drastic quench for its existence 
(98,999136). This peak is called the Koster peak or the 
cold-work peak. Koster, Bangert and Hahn found that the 
peak height was, up to a point, proportional to the height 
of the Snoek peak observed after quenching but before 
deformation; i.e. proportional to interstitial content. For 
a given degree of cold work the interstitial content 
reached a definite saturation point, which however could 
be increased by increasing the amount of cold-work. Koster 
suggested that this saturation represented the filling of 
dislocations by interstitial atoms, and from this obtained 
reasonable values of dislocation density. Petarra (137) 
working with purer iron, observed a linear relationship 
between the peaks, but found a residual cold work peak when 
the Snoek peak was absent, this effect increased with iron 
of greater purity. He attributed the residual peak to 
nitrogen trapped at sites where it could not contribute to 
the Snoek peak but from which-it could transfer to low 
energy dislocation sites. (The phenomenon was attributed 
to the presence of -nitrogen as carbon did not enhance the 
peak) . At high nitrogen concentrations the peak grew again,
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apparently as a result of dislocations generated during 
homogenous nucleation and precipitation of nitrides.
The cold-work peak has many features which merit study, 
with the drawback that there is no generally accepted model 
:of relaxation.- .Seyeral .theories have been discussed in 
Section 2.3.8. ■■•';
. * 2.J+..2+ • Damping associated wi-th'-domain wal 1 motion.
There is an overall amplitude dependent background 
damping which persists into the megacycle region (138) and 
which is very dependent on the state of the specimen; it may 
be reduced by cold-work or the presence of fine particles , 
(nitrides are very effective). Other relaxation contributions 
rise above the background. At higher temperatures there is 
a general rise which is suppressed by any factor which 
reduces domain wall movement. This rise was first observed 
at 1 c./s. (139) and has since been reported in much the same 
place at 7 Me./s. (138) so it must be considered frequency 
independent. Kimura (11\0, 1 2+1) has reported a maximum in 
the 4 E  effect at 62+0 °C., so presumably there is also a 
damping peak at that temperature. Misekfs work (li+2) on 
the & E  effect in nickel will be referred to in Section 
(5.1 .3)o
A low temperature damping rise has been discovered 
independently by Bruner (82+) and Heller (li+3), which has 
been the subject of an extensive investigation by Guberman 
and Beshers (l2+2+). While there is no peak from which an
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activation energy can be derived, an arbitrary characteristic 
temperature may be defined at which the damping has reached 
a specified fraction of the maximum0 Such temperatures vary 
with frequency of observation so an activation energy of a 
few percent of an electron volt can be obtained by frequency 
shift methods. On the plot of damping against amplitude 
the peak occurs at a strain of about i0 ~^, at greater 
amplitudes the damping rises again which appears to be the 
amplitude dependence observed at room temperature. The 
process is apparently one of combined forced and thermal 
breakaway from pinning points, but the theory is not well 
developed.
The small magneto-mechanical peaks observed above the 
Snoek peak (l38,l39,iU5,iU6) have been attributed to 
interstitials sited at a point other than the mid-point of 
domain wall motion, so the stress reversals associated with 
domain wall movement occur at intervals alternately longer 
and shorter than the half period. Fourier analysis of the 
stress affecting the interstitial reveals a rich harmonic 
content so the mechanism is similar to that proposed by 
Darkenschied for the modified Snoek peak.
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2.5 The- • internal ..•friction of'•hydrogen‘in ferrite.
’ - 2*5*1 The Snoek peak
A Snoek peak has "been observed after charging specimens 
with hydrogen by electrolytic methods (9 ,1 6,1h3,1h7) or by 
annealing in a hydrogen atmosphere (16), followed in some 
cases by water quenching (lh8). Weiner and Gensamer (i6) 
established that both methods produce the same results but 
Hewitt (9) was able to detect the peak only in specimens that 
had been electrolytically charged, while Hermant (lh9)> even 
after diligent observation of electrolytically charged 
wires was unable to detect the peak at all*
In an investigation at 20 c./s*, Weiner and Gensamer 
observed the peak in 1020 steel at about 50°K*, which by the 
empirical relationship of Wert and Marx (150) would represent 
a relaxation process with an activation energy of about 
5 Keals*/mole* At a rather lower frequency, 1 c./s*,
heller (lh3) observed a hydrogen peak at 30 K. and an 
analogous one at 35°K* for deuterium in pure iron,’ and in 
a private communication to Weiner and Gensamer he reported 
one at 50°K* The author had not expected to find peaks for 
the diffusion of hydrogen in the ferrite lattice at about 
30°K* and suggested that quantum mechanical tunneling effects 
were responsible for reducing the peak temperature of a 
process with an activation energy of 3000 cals*/mole from 
5Q°K* Whilst it is readily admitted that quantum effects may
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be expected at low temperatures and can be of great 
significance, it must be remembered that the Wert and Marx 
relationship would predict an activation energy of about 
1 .8 Kcals/mole for a peak at 30°Ke and such values for the 
activation energy are not unknown (1 2,20,21 ,h8) .
Working at a greater frequency, 35 Kc./s., Hewitt 
observed a peak at about 50 °K in 0*12$ G steel and one at 
about 35°K in a 3*5% Ni steel, while LordT s work at 10 Mc./s. 
showed a peak for Armco iron at 120°K* G-ibala noted a Snoek 
peak at 1+8°K. at a frequency of 80 Kc./s. after electroly­
tically charging Ferrovac E iron (lh7,l5l).
An attempt was made to derive an activation energy for 
the process by the frequency shift method. When all these 
investigators points were plotted against axes of log and 
. they were widely scattered, nonetheless .• the slope 
of a line put through them by inspection provides an 
activation energy of about 1.2 Kcals./mole. Naturally, since 
the points are scattered, the accuracy of this value is not 
great. This wrould suggest that internal friction has detected 
diffusion of hydrogen in the ferrite lattice and specifies an 
activation energy close to the theoretical value of Ferro (19). 
Lordfs figure (1^8) of 3 Kcals./mole is questionable as it 
was suggested merely because the one point lay in the region 
of the 3000 cals./mole line derived by Johnson 
and Hill (27) .
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» 2.5*2 The occurrence and properties of t’he: hydrogen 
;________ o old-work' -peak,, _____  ._____
This peak has been produced by hydrogen annealing 
(9 ,1 5,16), by electrolytic charging (9 ,1 6,1U3 ,1^7,151 ,152), 
by glow discharge (152) and by pickling (15)» Weiner and 
Gensamer (16) obtained similar results from hydrogen 
annealing and electrolytic charging, while Chang and Gensamer 
(15) found that hydrogen annealing produced similar but more 
marked effects than pickling. Glow discharge was between 
200-500 times slower than electrolytic charging (152).
Most researchers agree that hydrogen in the lattice 
increases damping; although Maringer et al. (152) and 
Heller (lU3) found the background was decreased, the former 
attributed this to the cold-work produced by hydrogen 
charging. Without exception, greater hydrogen contents 
increased the height of the cold-work peak while ageing 
caused the peak height to decrease and finally disappear, 
in some cases the temperature of the peak appears to 
decrease during ageing (1^7,1^-9,151, 152). A similar 
phenomenon has been observed for carbon and nitrogen in 
iron and for hydrogen in palladium. No definite reference 
has been made to the connection between hydrogen content 
and the peak height, partly because of analysis problems, 
but the work of Gibala (1U7,151) suggests that there is a 
linear relationship. Other investigators have found a 
linear relationship between the increase of peak height^'and
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interstitial content in the Fe-C and Fe-N systems (99 >103)*
A small peak has in some cases been observed in 
hydrogen free specimens (15>1h8,152), which has also been 
noted in other systems and is related to specimen history 
(103). The amount of cold work regulates the maximum peak 
height for a given hydrogen content; a greater degree of 
cold-work will increase this maximum (1 h7>1h9>151) • Similar
investigations have been made in other systems (103)®
¥■
When Weiner and Gensamer (16) hydrogen annealed 1020 
steel and then quenched it, the cold-work peak developed 
in height at the expense of the Snoek peak over a period of 
four days at room temperature, deformation accelerated this 
process and produced an immediate peak. The effect is known 
also in the Fe-N system (98,99)*
- 2,3*3 The activation energy of•the-cold-work peak,,. 
Several workers have reported that the hydrogen
cold-work peak is rather broad —  : -
(16,1 i-i-7,131) s Hermant stated that his peak was about twice 
the width of the ideal Debye peak (1^9X This being so, 
the validity of the half width method used by Hewitt (9) 
to calculate the activation energy of the process, is 
questionable; his range of values was 6-10 Kcals./mole,,
Weiner and Gensamer (16) obtained 6 Kcals./mole for their 
peak by application of the empirical relationship of Wert 
and Marx (130):, while Maringer (152) evaluated the activation 
energy as 7.6 £ 1 Kcals./mole by the use of the frequency
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shift method over a range of 0 .3-3 *0 c./s. Herman t (lh9) 
used the following equation
T  = T q exp (Q/RT)   (25)
with a knowledge of T, 'f' andTQ to obtain 7.35 calso/moleo 
Gibala (lh7) has presented several figures for the activation 
energy, one as the result of his own work and two others 
from a combination of his results with those from literature. 
The values ranged between 6 .5-8*9 Kcals./mole with expected 
errors of between 1 .0 and 2.0 Kcals./mole, the most accurate 
was stated to be 8 *h - 1 Kcals./mole, From this figure 
and an averaged activation energy of 2*0 Kcals./mole for the 
Snoek peak, a value of 6.2+ kcals./mole was obtained for the 
binding energy between hydrogen and dislocations,
. . 2.5*2+ The Internal friction at room temperature.
Bastien (13) observed the general behaviour of a 
hydrogenated 0.1% C steel at frequencies of 15 kc./s, and 
10 c./s, in an attempt to clari^r the interaction of 
hydrogen with the effects of deformation. He observed that 
hydrogen has little effect on the internal friction of 
ferrite that has been deformed by less than 8%, at greater 
deformations hydrogen increases the internal friction above 
that for uncharged specimens; when hydrogen is permitted 
to effuse from a charged bar the damping drops to a level 
similar to that of uncharged bars. Strain increased 
hydrogen solubility and penetration but hindered effusion.
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Bastien* s theoiy of hydrogen embrittlement from this 
and complementary X-ray work has been discussed in 
Section 2*1.9«
2 06 Magnetism-in iron.
' '* 2*6.1 The magnetic properties of pur&_J,ron*
Below the Curie temperature of 770°Co ferrite is 
ferromagnetic; the magnetic properties are profoundly 
influenced by strain, whether it is produced by external 
or internal stresses or the presence of solute atoms* The 
effects of strain are closely related to the magnetostriction 
characteristics of the material; the magnetostriction is 
positive only in magnetic fields of less than 500 oersteds 
and the presence of a tensile stress of about 15 Kg*/mm 
will make the magnetostriction wholly negative* Internal 
strains produced by cold-work have equally large effects 
as domain wall motion is impeded and permeability is reduced* 
Perhaps the most important source of internal strains 
is that due to the presence of impurities; in general, 
the substitutional elements are not so harmful* Carbon is 
particularly detrimental both in solution and combined as 
cementite* Carbon, oxygen and nitrogen are frequently 
removed by a wet hydrogen anneal which can reduce the field 
strength necessary for saturation and greatly increase 
permeability*
Of particular interest to the present work is the effect 
of swaging on the magnetic properties of iron* Bozorth (108)
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has shown that both initial and maximum permeability are 
greatly reduced by small amounts of deformation; much 
greater deformation may cause the initial permeability 
to increase again,, The coercive force increases slowly 
with reductions of up to 70$, beyond which the increase is 
quite markedo (Pig 7)
• • 2 o6„2 Domain Structure,
If a magnetized bar is cut into several pieces, every
part still contributes to the total magnetization. There is
a limit to the degree to which this process can be carried
out at the microscopic scale, leading to the domain theory,
tin
postulated by Weiss (i53)• In the^magnetized state the 
directions in which the domains are saturated,(the <100 > 
directions ), are distributed in such a way that the 
resultant magnetism of the whole specimen is zero. The 
magnetic moment of a domain is specified by the direction 
of magnetization and its volume; a change in either of these 
factors will alter the magnetic moment, the latter being 
particularly important in low and medium magnetic fields.
Bloch (15b) has shorn theoretically that the boundary 
between domains has a finite thickness in which the direction 
of atomic magnetization changes gradually from one plane 
to the next. The exchange energy stored in the transition 
layers decreases as wall thickness increases but the 
rotation of atomic magnetization away from the direction of 
easy magnetization in the lattice causes an increase in the
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anisotropy energy; the actual boundary thickness is 
determined by the counterbalance of these two energies. In 
iron, 90° domain walls tend to align themselves parallel to 
one of the cubic surfaces; these walls are sensitive to 
stress as magnetostriction will allow the domains 
magnetized in the direction of the stress to grow at the 
expense of those magnetized perpendicular to the stress.
180° domain walls are insensitive to stress as the 
magnetostrictive effect on adjacent domains wall be identical. 
The size and shape of stable domains are dependent on the
size and shape of the specimen (A 55)•
« '12.6.e3.. .The "interactib'n of domains and*lattice defects.
The types of inhomogeneity which can affect domain 
structure are voids, inclusions, precipitates, local 
fluctuations in composition, internal stress, local 
directional order, crystal boundaries, etc. If present, 
these factors, rather than specimen size and shape, will 
control the domain structure.
Voids and non-magnetic inclusions produce similar 
effects on the domain structure and have been treated by
several workers (156,157) « If an inclusion or void is present
in a ferromagnetic substance, the free poles at its surface 
may have a large magnetostatic energy, so blade shaped 
domains are created to reduce this (Fig.8a). When a main 
domain wall approaches the inclusion it attracts the blade
v714-
domains in order to decrease the magnetostatic energy by the 
formation of 5!set-squareI! domains (Fig.8b)c Baldwin (157) 
has proposed that the "set-square1*domains are still attached 
to the main wall when it has passed the inclusion and is 
at a greater distance from it than when the ”set-squareH 
domains were formed (Fig.8c); finally, the main wall breaks 
away and the blade domains re-form (Fig.8d). Such an 
arrangement would hinder domain wall motion as the moving 
wall is attracted over a longer range by inclusions that it 
has passed than by inclusions which it is approaching.
When local internal stresses in a magnetic material are 
randomly distributed, domains will tend to align themselves 
along tensile stresses (in a material with positive 
magnetostriction) to minimise the total energy. For an 
irregular distribution of stresses, the energy of the Bloch 
wall (y) becomes a function of location. The domain wall 
will be situated where its energy is minimum, and a finite 
field is required to drag the wall over adjacent energy 
maximuma. If we consider displacements in the x-direction, 
we find;
2 Hq Is = (dy/dx)max  (26)
Where HQ is the minimum field strength required to 
move a domain wall 
and IQ is the spontaneous magnetization.
So 2 Hq I is the pressure on the wall due to the field, 
while dy/dx is the opposing force resulting from the
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dependence of wall energy on location.
Domain wall thickness is also influenced "by stress; the 
wall energy is a function of thickness ( £ ) and the width of 
the stress fluctuation ( i )9 and the maximum value of Hq 
occurs when ^  is of the order of unity (158)*
Lattice stresses resulting from the presence of 
dislocations can he expected to affect the spontaneous 
magnetization (159)o 90° domain walls interact with 
neighbouring domains while 180° walls are affected only by 
dislocations within the wall (117)» The magnetization curve 
at high fields can usually be fitted to an approximate 
empirical formula;
1 = 1 -  a/H - b/H2 + 0/R  (27)s
Where I is the magnetization,
I is the spontaneous magnetization, s
C the susceptibility 
and H the field strength.
Brown (1 6 0,161) has shorn that dislocation pairs contribute 
the term (°/jj) while unpaired dislocations contribute the 
term «, The constant a is dependent on plastic strain,
b may be regarded as constant for a small range of H and 
can be calculated from data on crystalline and stress 
induced anisotropy.
FIG.
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2 06oh The interaction- of interstitials and domain walls, 
Neel (162) has shown that interstitial sites will he 
influenced hy domain structure; the interstitials will tend 
to concentrate in the sites of minimum energy, namely those 
enlarged by magnetostriction,, This tends to maintain the 
spontaneous magnetization in the directions where it has 
settled for long enough to allow ordering of the 
interstitials. Movement of a Bloch wall alters the direction 
of magnetostrictive strain in the volume swept during the 
movement so additional energy is required to re-site the 
interstitials. Residual magnetization of such an alloy 
decreases with time as interstitial atoms re-site themselves 
and permit the domain walls to move. Such effects have 
been observed experimentally in the Fe-C system by 
Maringer (i U5)»
2,6,5 Bitte-r figures
Y/hen colloidal magnetic particles are dropped on to 
the surface of a ferromagnetic they are attracted to the 
free poles at domain walls, so the walls become visible 
as microscopic black lines. When the colloidal suspension 
is dropped on to a mechanically polished surface a fine 
maze pattern appears (Fig,9&), when this strained surface 
is removed, well defined domain structures are observed on 
grains sectioned parallel to, or with a definite inclination
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to the principal crystallographic planes (Fig, 9b), This
structure is much larger than the maze domain and agrees
with the theoretical predictions of Landau and Lifshitz and
of Neel, If a grain is sectioned away from a simple plane
complicated surface domains are observed (Fig,9c) (i6h)o.
. e 2.6."6 The effect of magnetism on internal friction.
When tension is applied to an unmagnetized ferromagnetic
material, its length increases firstly as a result of purely
elastic expansion of the type occurring generally in solids,
and secondly because of the re-orientation of domains under
stressc In soft magnetic material only low strains are
required to adjust the domain structurej when the domains
are less mobile, as in a harder magnetic material, greater
stress is required for the re-orientationo If a magnetic
field is applied to the material, the area of its normal
stress-strain hysteresis loop is reduced (Fig.10) (109)>
which is equivalent to decreasing the energy loss or
internal friction*
Like Gaul (163), magnetomechanical damping is divided
into three parts, macro-eddy currents, micro-eddy currents
and hysteresis. The contribution of these components has
been discussed in Section (2,3o9)o Ihe existence of a
minimum field strength (Hq) necessary to achieve domain
wall motion shows that even for very slow movement, an
3
amount of energy is spent irreversibly for every cm, swept 
out by the boundary. According to Becker this is 2 H I_O S
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(Section 2.6.3)« The non-conservative model of Baldwin (157) 
proposes that as a domain wall approaches a blade domain, the 
latter attaches itself to the wall at a distance (d0) and .
cl
exerts a force (fQ) upon it. Ihe force remains constant 
until the wall passes the inclusion when its sign reverses, 
but its magnitude is again constant until the Blodh wall is 
released at a distance (<3.r) (Fig.1l), and the force drops 
to zero. The energy (e) consumed in moving a domain wall past 
N such inclusions iss
E = Nf (d -d )  •--------(28)O p a ' '
this is a measure of the internal friction losses caused by 
the mechanism. The model is possibly oversimplified as the 
force exerted by the blade domain will probably not be 
constant; the internal energy of the system will be a 
function of the Bloch wall area round the blade domain, which 
is regulated by the position of the moving Bloch wall.
Another source of internal friction has been proposed 
by Neel (162) in which a Bloch wall moves through a lattice 
containing interstitial solute atoms. The additional energy 
loss is that required to re-site the interstitials in the 
volume of lattice swept by the moving wall. (See Sections 
2.3*9 and 2.6.U)* If the interstitials are rigidly held the 
losses will be small since wall movement will be inhibited, 
the losses will again be small if the interstitial atoms are 
easily re-sited. Between these extremes, energy losses may
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be appreciable as the domain wall is able to move but 
re-siting of* interstitials entails a definite energy 
expenditure*
The application of a magnetic field appears to reduce 
the background damping in iron without affecting other 
internal friction phenomena (1U3* 1 5 2 ) *  However, it is 
likely that other effects may remain to be discovered in 
connection with the cold-work or the interaction of 
dislocations and domain walls*
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Section 3 APPARATUS AND EXPEPuJMENTAL PROCEDURE 
*' 3*1 .1 The material
The material examined in this research programme was 
BoIeSoRoA. high purity iron, batch AHN, received as .0300” 
diameter wire having a cold reduction of 9ko2%<, The 
analysis supplied with the material is given below*
Analysis of the material
Element MnSi Cr
j
,0002 !Wei gl
G-as analysis by sample fusion gave figures for oxygen
as .010-.018% and for nitrogen as .002%* Analysis for 
hydrogen by vacuum extraction at 200°0* gave less than 
•01 p.p.m,
'• •- 3*1 o-2 The annealing furnace and its operation.
Wires were annealed in a vertical, nichrome wound 
muffle furnace thermally insulated with alumina dust (Pig.12)c 
Current to the heating element was regulated by a Transitrol 
controller which monitored furnace temperature by means of 
a Pt/Pt-13% Bh thermocouple with the hot junction at- the 
mid point of the 11” uniform temperature zone, within which 
the variation was + 7°C0 at annealing •uemperature • Eight
iron wires were heat treated simultaneously after cleaning 
in trichlorethylene•
The furnace was designed to permit the removal of
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carbon and nitrogen in a wet hydrogen atmosphere or to 
permit annealing under a protective atmosphere„ Wet 
hydrogen was prepared by passing the appropriate hydrogen 
argon mixture through a water bubbler in an oil bath at 
25°C0 The protective atmosphere used for annealing was 
argon mixed with sufficient hydrogen to catalytically 
combine in a "Deoxo” unit with any oxygen present in the 
supply, and leave a slight excess to combine with any 
ingress of oxygen to the furnace0 The gas train was 
completed by a U-tube of "molecular sieve” to dry the 
atmosphereo
It was initially decided to remove as many interstitials 
as possible,, For a non-oxidising, decarburising atmosphere 
at a reaction temperature of 730°C„, a hydrogen/water 
ratio of 5/1 is required, followed by dry hydrogen to 
remove interstitial nitrogen (165)* After purification, the 
wires were cooled in argon to room temperature over a period 
of 16 hours to permit any dissolved hydrogen to escape„ The 
internal friction of these purified wires was very variable 
and highly irreproducible. Damping of very pure metals has 
been reported to be irregular, so it was decided not to 
remove these interstitials for subsequent experiments,, All 
other specimens were therefore annealed at 900°Co for three 
hours in a continuous flow of oxygen-free argon,, The 
damping of this material was much more reproducible and it
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was decided to use this treatment as the standard 
preparation The composition after annealing was the same as 
that of as received wire (Table 5) •
3*1 o3 Cold Working -Procedure.
Annealed wires to be cold worked were reduced in 
diameter by swaging at room temperature„ It was considered 
that straining in tension might produce slight local thinning 
which would influence internal friction results, also swaging 
made It possible to examine specimens over a much greater 
range of reduction in area.
Wires were reduced in a Stevens and Bullivant No,2 
microswaging machine, the ,0300” annealed wires were 
reduced to .029!+", .0285", .0275", .0265", .02U9" or .02 0 6" 
diameter to give !+.0%, 9.1%, 1 6.0%, 2i+.l+%> 33.3% or 5 5 .6% 
reduction in area respectively. Each reduction was achieved 
in one pass.
With a 55o6% reduction, care was required to keep the 
feed rate low, or flashes were raised on the wire which led 
either to the flashes catching between the swaging dies 
and twisting the specimen, or to them being hammered back 
into the surface. After swaging, machine oil was removed by 
washing the wires with trichlorethylene.
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3 o1 ok The pickling solution and procedure.
Pickling was selected as the method of introducing 
hydrogen into the material as this is less drastic than 
electrolytic charging; Hermant (lA9) employed the electro­
lytic method which produced severe cracking in his wire. 
Pickling is a likely cause of hydrogen absorption during 
fabrication,
A 5% solution of sulphuric acid containing 3«9 mg ./litre 
of thiourea was used, as thiourea in acidic media has been 
found particularly effective in promoting the anodic reaction 
responsible for hydrogen intake (12), at the same time it 
inhibits dissolution of the metal (32), Sulphuric acid has 
been reported to be more effective for introducing hydrogen 
than hydrochloric acid of similar strength (l68)„
Specimens were v/ashed in acetone before pickling in this 
solution at 20°C, Temperature and surface condition have been 
shown to influence the introduction of hydrogen into iron 
(169)0 Specimens were pickled without agitation for 100 
minutes at room temperature, stirring was observed to reduce 
ingress of hydrogen into the metal. This effect has been 
noted by other workers (12). It was also noted that if a 
wire in the pickling solution was agitated ultrasonically 
and then left without agitation the intake of hydrogen was 
increased. This may be because the vibration achieved a
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greater degro-s nf of the metal, surface tefor©
pickling commenced in the still solution.
3.1.5« Method of Hydrogen analysis
Ifydrogen analysis was carried out in a gas extraction 
apparatus as described hy Brittain (166) and modified by 
Bearpark (i6 7) (Pig.13). A specimen is introduced into • 
the evacuated apparatus via the mercury lift tube and 
placed in the furnace tube maintained at 300°C. Gases 
evolved by the specimen are pumped into a calibrated volume 
and condensable vapours are removed at a cold trap. The 
process of evolution is followed on a chart recorder 
detecting the pressure in the calibrated volume by means 
of a Pirani head. When the rise in pressure has ceased, 
an accurate reading is taken with a McLeod gauge• The 
cut-off to the heated palladium thimble is then opened and 
hydrogen diffuses away, which causes a fall in pressure 
in the calibrated volume. When the pressure is again steady 
it is measured with the McLeod gauge. The difference in 
pressure is a measure of the volume of hydrogen evolved 
by the specimen.
The calibrated space is pumped out and both cut-offs 
are closed, before the next specimen is introduced.
3.2 Measurement of physical properties of the wire
3 o2o 1 Tensile testing
A Hounsfield tensometer Type E fitted with a 500 lb, . 
load cell was set to pull a 2U gauge length at a strain rate 
of 5 x I0~^/second; stress-strain curves were automatically 
recorded, Wires were clamped by notched grips set in a 
jig to give a 2Sf gauge length, and then a side plate was 
screwed to the grips so that after removal from the jig 
they could be attached to the tensometer without bending 
the specimen*, This plate was then unscrewed and the tensile 
test was performed« Three specimens of each degree of 
reduction were pulled, and subsequently two others if the 
reproducibility was poor, in order to obtain a reasonable 
mean value for elongation, flow stress, and maximum load,
3.2.2 Microhardness measurement«,
To measure the distribution of cold work, microhardness 
traverses were made with indentations at intervals of 
0.05 mms. across taper sections of mounted specimens. All 
measurements were made with a GKN Microhardness Tester using 
a load of 10 gms. Five traverses were made across each 
specimen. The results were averaged to give a hardness 
profile, and a mean value of hardness across a transverse 
section was also derived.
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3.2,3 Preparation of Bitter figures.
It is possible to use fine magnetic particles to detect 
domain patterns (170). The pattern of magnetic 
inhomogeneities may be revealed either by a colloidal 
suspension of magnetic particles (17 1 > 172) or by a dry 
powder. In this research the colloidal technique was
used. The magnetite was prepared as a coarse flaky 
precipitate by Lefort!s method(i«e,), 2 gms. of FeClQ, 
ijH^ O and 5.U gms. of FeCl^, ^HgO were dissolved in 300 ml.
of water at 70°C., and a solution of 5 gms. of NaOH in 30 ml.
of water was added with constant stirring. The precipitate 
was filtered off and washed several times with water and then 
peptized by washing with N/-jqo *KJ1, so that the colloidal 
precipitate ran through the filter paper. The colloidal 
suspension was stabilised byboiling it with 300 ml. of
soap solution and was further protected by the addition 
of 100 ml. of a 2% solution of'Celacol containing a little 
glycerine.
Metallographic specimens were polished, etched in
5% nital to remove the flowed surface layer and set up in a
jig consisting of two small permanent magnets and an iron 
plate, so that the magnetic field was perpendicular to the 
prepared surface. (Fig.lU). About six drops of colloidal 
magnetite suspension were deposited on the metal surface 
which was then covered with a glass cover slip. The Bitter
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figures so produced were examined under a microscope at 
magnifications of 1+0 and 125*
3 „2J+ Magnetic hysteresis tests of the wire.
The classical method of determining the B-H curve 
for magnetic materials is the point by point d.c. 
ballistic galvanometer method. This method is laborious 
and may be replaced by oscillographic techniques in which 
the curve is continuously traced on the screen of a 
cathodic ray tube.
The apparatus employed (Pig.15) was based on that 
built by Scherb'(173). Mains voltage is stepped down by 
a transformer, the secondary of which is connected to a 
Variac so that supply voltage can be continuously varied. 
Current is drawn to supply the 8000 turn magnetizing coil; 
field strength is calculated from a knowledge of the 
number of turns, the geometry of the coil and the current 
flowing in it. Also in circuit are an ammeter to indicate 
magnetizing current and a resistor, the voltage drop across 
which is amplified and taken to supply the H plates of the 
cathode ray tube. The flux density in the specimen is 
detected by the 35*000 turn pick-up coil, which may be 
switched to an integrator and phase shifter before 
amplification or it may be amplified directly to supply 
the B plates. The phase shifter may need adjustment when 
the specimen is magnetized beyond saturation, in order
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to close the ends of the hysteresis loop 1=111 prevent 
cross-over. The extent of magnetization may he read 
from the screen* calibration was performed by measuring the 
vertical deflection produced by a field of known strength 
with no specimen in the search coil. Since the permeability 
of air is unity, magnetization is numerically equal to field 
strength.
3,2.5 Measurement of preferred orientation.
A one inch length of wire was aligned vertically and 
coaxially with a Unicam Stubbins camera by means of . ’
goniometer arcs. The camera was loaded with film, and 
white X-radiation from a cobalt target was directed through 
the collimator at the specimen which was rotated for some 
exposures. Exposure time was 3 i hours after which the film 
was developed, preferred orientation was revealed in some 
instances so the texture of the wire was calculated.
~9U~
3*3 The internal friction apparatus.
The torsion pendulum was chosen on the apparatus
for measuring internal friction, following much previous
work with this system in the department ( 90,17^*175).
An advantage of this system is the low inherent background
-5damping of less than 10
3.3.1 The torsion pendulum.
The torsion pendulum used in this investigation was
of the type first described by Ke (176), details of which
are shown in Figure 16. The 17.5 cm. specimen (s) which
is part of a freely suspended pendulum, is firmly held at
the upper end in a screw vice (V^  ) which seats- into the
lapped taper of a thermal contact (C) and pressed home by
a spring loaded, thin walled, stainless steel tube (A).
1' "An diameter stainless steel extension rod (E) is 
clamped to the lower end of the specimen by a second screw 
vice (Vg) designed so that three point contact is obtained 
from a V-groove in the bottom jaw and a flat top jaw. 
(Gripping the specimen is very important as considerable 
energy loss can occur; ideally the specimen should form one 
body with the grips.) The inertia bar (i) is an % diameter 
aluminium rod threaded to take soft iron weights (W), the 
position of which can be adjusted to maintain the frequency 
of vibration at 1 c./s. A needle (N) is attached to the 
inertia bar coaxially with the extension rod and dips into
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a dashpot (P) containing silicone fluid to damp out lateral 
vibrations of the pendulum* The effect of the dashpot on 
internal friction is negligible (Table 6).
Table 6
The effect of a dashpot on internal friction (171+).
Needle immersion ,r Out Just in 14 *4?
Damping x 10^ 21.5 22.0 2 2 .0 22.0 2 2 .0
Torsional vibration is initiated by pulses of electric 
current to electromagnets situated opposite the iron 
weights on the inertia bar. The pulses are switched 
manually to be in phase with the vibration of the pendulum* 
Pendulum movement is continuously and automatically recorded 
by a Sefram Graphispot which follows the motion of a light 
beam reflected from the galvanometer mirror (M) attached to 
the inertia bar.
3.3.2 The cryostat.
The cryostat (Pigs. 16 & 17)> built by Oxford
Instrument Co., consists of an evacuated pendulum housing
(B) incorporating a glass porthole opposite the galvanometer
-3mirror. The housing is evacuated to less than 10 torr 
so that any significant contribution of air resistance to 
damping is removed (Table 7).
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Table 7
The contribution of air resistance to damping (17U).
Pressure torr 760 95 82 16 0.2
Damping £  x 10
.
3U.0 23.0 . 22.0 20. h 1 9 .2
Removal of the air also prevents icing and convection 
currents. Surrounding the pendulum housing at the level of 
the specimen, and separated from it by a small annular heat 
exchange space (F), is a coolant tank (T), which can hold 
either liquid helium oT1 liquid nitrogen. The pressure of gas 
in the heat exchange space controls the rate at which heat 
is removed from the thermal contact at the upper specimen 
grip. The coolant tank is enclosed by a radiation shield (R) 
cooled by liquid nitrogen in a second tank (T£) at its upper 
end. Both these reservoirs are finally enclosed in an 
evacuated Dewar envelope (D)•
3.3.3 The specimen cooling procedure and temperature
regulation.
In order to cool a specimen, the pendulum housing, heat 
exchange and the Dewar envelope are evacuated and the coolant 
tank is filled with either liquid helium or liquid nitrogen. 
The radiation shield tank is filled with liquid nitrogen and 
dry gas at about 20 torr pressure is admitted to the heat 
exchange space; hydrogen if the coolant is liquid nitrogen
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which is used for temperatures above 80°K. or helium if the 
coolant is liquid helium to give temperatures between 
30-100°K. An increased rate of cooling can be obtained if 
gas at the same pressure is admitted to the-pendulum 
housing, although there is then a greater loss of coolant 
by boiling.
To obtain equilibrium temperature the apparatus is 
left for one hour, even through the top grip reaches a 
steady temperature after a few minutes• At equilibrium the 
top of the specimen is cooler than the bottom, as heat is 
extracted from the top grip but the extension rod conducts 
heat to the bottom grip. To start a run, the gas is pumped 
from the pendulum housing and the heat exchange space, and 
an electric current is supplied to a non-inductively wound 
heater in the top grip to bring its temperature up to that of 
the bottom grip. When the temperatures are equal, the 
current is moderated so that the top grip is warmed at the
same rate as the bottom grip throughout the run,about j°C
per minute. The supply of current to the heater is provided 
by a 6.3 volt mains transformer and is adjusted with a 
voltage divider.
A table of heater current corrections was compiled by 
inserting thermocouples into the top and bottom grips, and
leading them out of the specimen housing through insulating
vacuum seals. Since a thermocouple was attached to the 
bottom grip during this procedure the pendulum could not be
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set swinging, so calibration was performed with.the pendulum 
stationary. Calculation of the energy stored in the 
specimen while it is swinging indicates that, even at 
30°K, when the specific heat of iron is very low, this 
energy would raise the temperature of the specimen "by less 
than 0.01°C.
When this table was completed,the thermocouple in the 
bottom grip was disconnected but the wires by the extension 
rod were left in situ so that the thermal conductivity 
characteristics were not altered, The specimen temperature 
in each run could now be followed by the thermocouple
in the top grip.
3*3«4 Temperature Measurement.
The thermocouple used inside the c-ryostat was gold 
containing 0 .0 3 at.% iron against chromel (177*^7 9) in the 
form of 0.012” diameter wires supplied by Johnson, Matthey 
& Co. These thermocouples are sensitive, reproducible and 
do not need re-calibration between runs; the sensitivity is 
about 15 microvolts per °C. and the couple may be used 
between 1-300°K. The couple was calibrated at various fixed 
points, the boiling points of helium, hydrogen, nitrogen, 
argon and oxygen and at ice point to prepare Table 8.
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Table 8
Calibration of the Au-0.03 at.% Fe/chromel couple*
Temperature °K Correction °K
0 100 | 200
- 361 2170 0
-969 525 2368 + 10
-805 692 2566 + 20
-653 870 2770 + 30
Thermovoltage -516 101+1+ 2975 + bo
jj.V -3 8 0 12£l+ 3183 + 50
-21+3 11+01+ 3391 + 60
-103 1590 3600 + 70
1+2 1778 3810 + 80
198 1971+ 1+026 + 90
The reference temperature for all readings was the 
hoiling point of liquid nitrogen. The thermocouples were 
soldered into the grips and reference junctions with 
Wood*s metal.
The thermovoltage was measured with a Cambridge Slide- 
Wire Potentiometer graduated in 2 microvolt steps, the 
reference voltage was provided by a Weston standard cell 
giving 1.01858 volts at 20°C. Since the measured voltage 
was very small the standard voltage was corrected by 
-0 .000024- volts per °C rise between 15~25°C. A Cambridge 
light spot galvanometer was used as the null detector.
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^•3.5 The Magnetic Coil
In order to eliminate the magneto-mechanical components 
of internal friction, it is necessary to magnetically 
saturate the specimen. To achieve this a solenoid of 192 •: 
turns of 11+ S.W.C. enamelled copper wire was wound round 
the outside of the cryostat. This was supplied with 
smoothed rectified current from a mains transformer and 
regulated by a Variac controller. The magnetic field 
inside the pendulum housing of the cryostat was measured 
with an axial Hall probe of a Bell G-aussmeter. Values of 
field strength were measured along the axis of the 2+2+ cm. 
long coil for field currents from 1-20 amps in 1 amp steps. 
This provided a profile of magnetic field strength in the 
pendulum housing (Fig.18). Field strength varied by less 
than 3% over the length of a specimen situated centrally 
within the coil. The calibration also provided a 
relationship between current and field strength (Fig.19)> 
which was subsequently used to apply any desired field.
(The slight curvature of the line may represent non-linearity 
in the scale reading of the field current ammeter). Since 
the coil dissipates about 1+00 watts, a small thermocouple 
was inserted between turns of the solenoid to detect 
overheating.
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3.3.6 Measurement of internal friction.
The amplitude of specimen vibration is measured by means 
of a reflected light beam and an automatic photoelectric 
follower. The filament image of a 6 watt spotlamp is 
projected onto the galvanometer mirror attached to the 
inertia bar and then reflected by a suitable mirror system 
to the cell of a Photodyne recorder 360 cms. away. Internal 
friction measurements are taken by exciting vibrations of 
the specimen to give an amplitude of 8 cms. on the recorder, 
during runs to measure amplitude dependence the amplitude is 
increased to 20 cms. The decay of oscillations is then 
recorded automatically and the internal friction is 
calculated by application of equation 2 0, the expected error 
would be about - 2%, In practice decay is measured over 100 
cycles, during which time the specimen would warm by about 
1°C. Since the maximum temperature gradient along the 
specimen is 2°C., the maximum error in a temperature reading 
could be 3°C.j although relative values in one run would be 
considerably more accurate.
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SECTION h RESULTS 
. Internal friction results
.1 . Internal friction of annealed wires
When a specimen is not situated in a magnetic field, 
the internal friction is dependent on strain amplitude.
This is particularly true of annealed wires. Hence it was 
necessary to standardize the amplitude at which tests were 
performed. Specimens were excited in torsional vibration 
to an experimentally convenient surface strain (£ = 2 .I4.XIO ^), 
when the internal friction (S) of a carefully handled annealed 
wire is 120 - 130 x 10~^. Subsidiary experiments also 
showed that damping is a function'of the tensile stress 
imposed on the wire by the extension rod and inertia bar; 
the standard assembly applies a stress of 370 p.s.i. to the 
wire. Extra weights can be added to produce greater stresses 
(up to a maximum of 870 p.s.i.), at which stress the damping 
(S) is about 60 x 10~^; the relationship between internal 
friction and stress in this limited range exhibits a slight 
curvature, the damping being more sensitive to variation 
in stress when the applied stress is low (Pig.20).
However, the greatest influence on damping is exerted 
by the presence of a weak magnetic field (Pig.21). Further 
increase in field strength produces a smaller reduction in 
S, and between field strengths of 50 and 100 oersted the 
decrease in damping is small. In some cases a field of
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100 Oe. will reduce the damping (8) or an annealed wire to 
"below 1 x 10*"**, which demonstrates that magnetic effects 
can "be responsible for over 99% of the internal friction.
The residual damping can he attributed to dislocation loop 
oscillation caused by the varying stresses produced during 
the internal friction test (see sections 2 .3 *U» 2 .3 *5 , and 
2.3.6). ' J:;;;
U.1.2. The internal friction of deformed wires
Annealed wires were swaged to give reductions of U*0, 
9.1? 16.0, 2k'U* 33*3 and 53*6 %. Experiments were also 
performed on the as received material which had been reduced 
9h.2% by drawing; these results are not strictly comparable 
with the remainder, but serve as a useful indication of the 
behaviour of heavily worked iron.
Damping is markedly reduced by a small deformation,
\±% reduction of area decreases $ by about 75%, which explains 
why great care is necessary during the handling of annealed 
wires. The decrease is less pronounced when cold reduction 
exceeds about 10% (Pig.22). The variation of internal 
friction with deformation can be approximately represented 
by the following empirical relationship:
S = K Dn + 0   (29)
where 5 is the logarithmic decrement x 10^
D the specimen diameter (in thou.) 
and K, n and C are constants with
K = 210, n = -0.05 and C = -166.
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h.l »3« The combined effect of deformation and
magnetic fields
The application of a magnetic field produces addional 
effects on the internal friction of deformed wires. Damping
is increased hy a small field and then reduced "by a field of
greater strength, hence there is a peak in damping at inter­
mediate fields. This effect is most marked in specimens
deformed "by 9*1 and 16.0 %; at h«0% reduction the peak is 
not yet fully developed* while "beyond 2L$> deformation the
peak height decreases (Fig.235 Table 9)* .At slight
i •
deformations the peak occurs at low field strengths but a 
stronger field is necessary to produce it in more heavily 
worked specimens. As in the case of annealed wires \ 
(Section ij.1.1), the damping is less sensitive to changes 
in stronger magnetic fields; if the residual internal 
friction at 100 Oe. is taken to represent that due to the 
movement of dislocations, the magnetic contribution can be 
obtained by subtracting the dislocation component from the 
total observed internal friction (Fig.2h).
Maximum dislocation damping is represented by a (S) 
of about 8 x 10~^ in wires reduced in area by 9*1%; greater 
deformation decreases it to below 2 x 10~^. Magnetic 
damping is virtually the same as the total damping in an 
annealed wire but is greatly decreased by cold reduction up 
to about 10%, beyond which the decrease is more gradual; 
the magnetic and dislocation contributions to internal
no
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friction aro approximately equal in wires reduced. by more 
than 16.0%.
k *1 The effect of hydrogen on the internal
friction of ferrite above 8Q°K.
Hydrogen was introduced hy pickling specimens in 
sulphuric acid containing an accelerating poison. No effects 
were observed in annealed wires hut a damping peak occurs in 
the range 108-112°K. during the testing of deformed specimens 
(Fig.25)• For the sake of comparison the results from 
uncharged wires are also shown (Fig.26). The width of the 
peak was about twice that of a Debye peak calculated by the 
half^width method; a Debye peak at 110°K. with an activation 
energy of 7-8 k.cals/mole has a half-width of about 9°K., 
the half width of the observed peak was 16-20°K.
The peak is well developed after Ll.0% reduction,
with _
increasing in height -to 9«1 and 16.0% reduction and then 
decreasing after a greater degree of cold-work. In a 
magnetic-field, the maximum peak height (8) is about 
20 x 10~^ (Fig.27); a field of 100 Oe. tends to accentuate 
the peak height as it reduces the background damping.
The peak in hydrogen charged wires reduced by 16.0% 
was examined in some detail; peak height was measured after 
hydrogen charging and again after varying amounts of 
hydrogen were permitted to effuse in an ageing treatment 
between 250-300°K. Peak height was observed to decrease
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after each of a series of ageing treatments and finally 
dropped to a very low level after complete outgassing of 
the specimen. This phenomenon will he covered more fully 
in Section I4..I .5-
The presence of hydrogen in deformed wires tends to 
shift the damping peak to higher field strength and to 
increase the height of the peak (Fig.28, Tahle 10). If 
hydrogen is permitted to effuse at room temperature, the 
properties of the specimen revert to those of the uncharged 
wire (Fig.29).
I4.1 .5* The diffusion of hydrogen in ferrite
Specimens reduced in area by 16,0% and charged with 
hydrogen were 'subjected to a* numbef of special heat treat­
ment cycles (Fig.30). The internal friction was measured  ^
at 110°K. after each cycle (in the presence of a magnetic 
field of 100 Oe.). Measurement of the damping character­
istics of the fully charged- specimen yielded a maximum 
peak height ($) of 22 x 10 The specimen was heated in
the apparatus up to a specific ageing temperature between 
250 and 300 °K., while the rate of temperature rise was 
recorded. On reaching the ageing temperature, the 
specimen was again cooled and its internal friction again 
measured between 85 and 125 °K. This permitted the 
difference in damping to be followed after hydrogen had 
diffused out of the wire during the heat treatment cycle.
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Several identical treatments were carried out and the change
All specimens were finally aged at room temperature 
for 16 hours to permit the escape of all residual hydrogen 
so that- the inherent background damping (B) of about
Although the cryostat permits rapid cooling of the 
specimen, the maximum heating rate is restricted, so 
effusion of hydrogen during the time taken to reach the 
ageing temperature constitutes an appreciable proportion 
of the total hydrogen loss. True isothermal ageing is 
therefore not possible; fortunately Armstrong (180) has 
derived a formula for estimating diffusion constants from 
situations where a single phenomenon is taking plade at a 
constant linear heating rate. Equivalent diffusion
cLTbehaviour is given by relating the heating rate (S =
to an equivalent time (t*) at the maximum temperature of the
cycle The full equation is:
in damping between 85 and 125 °K, was measured after each.
l±. x 1CTU could be determined.
dt (30)
which approximates to:
R 'TM / SQ (31)
where Q is the activation energy of the process
and R is the gas constant
The derivation is valid only if the diffusion rate at the 
bottom of the temperature interval is effectively zero.
Since the loss of hydrogen below 200°K. can be taken as 
negligible (1 i+9) the formula seems applicable in the 
present instance.
The heating rate in the cryostat was not entirely 
linear, so the rate used, in the Armstrong formula was that 
corresponding to the point in the heating cycle where half 
the hydrogen effusing during that cycle had been removed. 
This point was determined from the time spent in each of 
five equal temperature ranges between 200°K. and the 
maximum ageing temperature.
The hydrogen losses in each temperature range were 
compared so that the temperature could be determined at 
which a certain proportion (in this case one half) of the 
hydrogen had effused (Fig.3 0  • The heating rate at this 
temperature was taken to represent the effective linear 
heating rate.
Subsequent calculations showed that alternative methods 
of linearising the true heating rate gave similar activation 
energies. Modification of the Armstrong formula for non­
linear heating rates proved to be mathematically cumbersome, 
and on the whole unlikely to lead to a marked improvement 
in the overall accuracy of the result.
As originally derived, Equation y\ is merely a,
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mathematical procedure to convert a/thermal diffusion to an 
equivalent isothermal diffusion treatment, assuming that an 
activation energy is available, and that the activation 
energy is constant over the range of temperatures in 
question. As one of the objects of the present invest­
igation was the determination of the activation energy, it 
was necessary to use a series of successive approximations 
for Q. The iterative method finally developed can be 
described as follows:
(1) Experimental values of T^ and S are introduced 
into equation 31 together with an assumed value 
of Q, to obtain a value of t* which corresponds 
to an equivalent time for isothermal diffusien 
at Tm .
(2) The cumulative reduction in the height of the 
internal friction peak after 1, 2, 3? n heating 
cycles is plotted against the corresponding
values of ^j2t*\ ^ 3 ^nt **. (Pig.32)
(3) The time (t*i) required to reduce the magnitude 
to half its initial value can then be read from 
Figure 32,
(h) The (t*i) values corresponding to different 
2
maximum ageing temperatures (T^) are then 
introduced into the appropriate standard 
solution of the diffusion equation (181) to
3 0
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yield values of* the diffusion coefficient (D™ )
 r M
= 2.26 v 2 2.   (32)
r
where (r) is the radius of the specimen
(0 .0 3 5 cms.), and (f) the residual fraction
of the diffusing element. If it is assumed
that the peak height is directly proportional
to the amount of hydrogen associated with
dislocations, then (t*i) corresponds to
2
halving the amount of hydrogen at dislocations 
and (f) equals 75* .
(5) An activation energy can then he derived in 
the normal way hy plotting log versus
V/  rp •
M
(6) This value of the activation energy (Qf) is 
however dependent on the initial value chosen 
for (q), s o that the whole procedure must he 
repeated, substituting (Qf) for (q) in step (1).
(7) The calculation is repeated until the difference 
between successive values of Q becomes constant 
within the limits of experimental error.
Initial values of (Q) equal to 1 k.cal/mole and 10 
k.cals/mole were introduced into equation 3 together with 
the experimental data listed (Table 11). These values 
bracket the majority of experimentally determined activation
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energies for phenomena associated with hydrogen diffusion 
in ferrite. Figure 33 shows the convergence of activation 
energies arising from successive approximations; the value 
of (Q) derived from the experimental data given in Table 11 
can therefore he taken as 7*2 i 0.5 k.cals/mole.
The validity of the overall procedure was checked by 
making direct measurements of the hydrogen evolved at 
298°K., using a sensitive vacuum extraction apparatus. 
Evolution of gas from a specimen was monitored as the 
change in pressure in an evacuated space, pressure was 
measured with a Pirani gauge and automatically recorded 
(Fig.3k) • These results were analysed by the method of
Johnson and M i l  (27?50). Rate of evolution of hydrogen 
(dP/dt) at any time after the start of extraction was 
measured from the slope of the curve in Figure 3U* The 
logarithm (dP/dt) was plotted against time (Fig.35) 
yielding a slope from the linear portion of this line of 
where T' is a time constant theoretically related to 
diffusivity (D), specimen length (l) and diameter (d) by 
Equation 33*
1 = D / ki29 + 10,05 1
T  " I i2 a2 j
Since the length of a wire specimen is very much greater 
than its diameter, the term involving /^2 can be safely 
ignored in this equation. At 298°K. the slope (™r) is
o
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0 o00969 which gives a value for £>298 of> x ^0 an<^  
agrees with the figure obtained "by internal friction analysis 
to within a factor of 3*
Figure 36 confirms that under the existing experimental
conditions, the height of the cold work peak is directly
proportional to the amount of hydrogen associated with.
dislocations* Where lattice solubility is small and cracks
or voids are absent, this would, in fact, represent the total
amount of hydrogen to a first approximation*
From different D values over a range of temperature, it
is of course possible to calculate activation energy of
diffusion. Agreement of £>298 °'b"taine(3- "by vacuum extraction
with that obtained by internal friction analysis does not
guarantee the validity of the activation energy obtained by
that method, which may be criticised on the grounds that the
maximum temperatures of the various heating cycles used
differ by only 50°K.
A value for the diffusion coefficient of hydrogen in
deformed iron can also be obtained at the temperature of
the cold work peak: by the use of Equation b- When the
frequency is 1 c/s., "T = 0 *15 9; since the lattice para-
—8
meter of iron is 2.856 x 10" cm., ^-jq°k ^as va*l-ue
1 .42 x 10" cm /sec. This value of D is some ten orders 
of magnitude lower than the value of This equation
applies only when the interstitial atoms move over distances
1 2 4
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comparable with those associated with the Snoek peak.
It is of interest to compare all these D values and 
derive the activation energy hy combining data from these 
sources (Fig.37). The figure of 8 k.cals/mole is sub­
stantially the same as that based only on values derived 
from the heating cycles.
-6. Amplitude dependence 
As has already been mentioned in Section 1+-1 • 1 . the 
internal friction is amplitude dependent if no magnetic 
field surrounds the specimen, so a constant strain amplitude 
was adopted for the standard series of experiments.
Amplitude will now be treated as a variable so that the 
amplitude dependence can be examined in more detail.
Specimens were tested at amplitudes that produced surface 
strains (£ ) in the range 1 .6 - 6.0 x 10~^, where the 
internal friction is an approximately linear function of 
surface strain. The amplitude dependence is greatest for 
specimens with the highest internal friction, while the 
rate of change of damping with change in amplitude is 
decreased by the same variables that have been shown to 
reduce the internal friction (Sections if. 1.1. and if.1.2), 
namely deformation (Fig.38, Table 12), a magnetic field 
(Fig.39? Table 13) and a tensile stress. Wires reduced by 
more than 2if.L$> show only a slight amplitude dependence and 
the phemenon is not detectable in annealed wires situated in
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a field stronger than 50 Oe.
Granato and Lucke (92,133) have suggested a method of 
plotting amplitude dependent results in such a way as to 
indicate dislocation densities and the concentration of 
interstitial atoms (Section 2.3-5)• Although derived 
theoretically for a situation where there is no magnetic 
component of damping, it is nevertheless possible to use 
the same scheme of plotting in the present instance.
it
Ciirves similar to those produced by G-ranato and Lucke are
obtained from plots of results from annealed tares in a
magnetic field (Pig.i4.Oj Table 1 i.*r), the curves afe displaced
downward by the application of the field. The amplitude
dependence of annealed specimens is a linear function of
damping, and is therefore greatest when the field strength
is small (Fig. 1*1 , Table 15)-
The amplitude dependent values of internal friction of
deformed wires in the absence of a magnetic field will also
produce curves of the Granato-Lucke type (Fig.ij.2, Table 16),
although deformation displaces the lines downward, in
constrast to the upward displacement in the original work on
non-magnetic materials.
Cold-worked wires tested in a magnetic field gave
results which produced straight lines in comparatively
strong fields; the results from specimens in weak fields
1
showed no linear portion even for small values of -g— 
(Fig.l+3, Table 17)- It appears that straight lines are
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produced when the field is sufficiently strong to bring the 
damping down from the peak reported in Section I4..I .3? "but 
no range of linearity is observed when the field strength 
is lower than or equal to that necessary to produce the 
peak.
L»1-7« Internal friction between, 30-80 °K.
Preliminary work was undertaken on specimens with carbon 
and nitrogen removed before pickling. The wires v/ere cooled 
to about 20°K. with liquid helium but readings were taken 
above 30°K. as there was an unacceptable temperature 
gradient in the range 20-30 °K.
So far as it was possible to tell within the scatter 
of readings, the background damping increased slowly with 
temperature. Hydrogen charged specimens with a small 
degree of reduction exhibited, in some instances,, a damping 
peak at about h7°K* The peak was not observed in annealed 
specimens, but it may have been obscured by the spread of 
results. The example shbwii (Pig.hh) is. for a purified 
wire swaged down by l+.OJo and pickled for 100 minutes. By 
the Wert and Marx relationship (150) the activation energy 
is about 3 k.cals/mole, an alternative value calculated by 
the half-width method is about 1 .1 k.cals/mole.
Because purification created excessive irregularities
in the' damping, unpurified wires were used for all subsequent
%
work.
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it..2 . The effects produced by pickling ferrite
Pickling iron in 5% sulphuric acid which contains a 
trace of thiourea as poison is of interest chiefly as a 
means of introducing hydrogen, however, pickling also 
dissolves away the metal surface. As already mentioned in 
Section 2.1 .5•, thiourea enhances hydrogen uptake and also 
inhibits corrosion, nonetheless, dissolution does occur*
14..2 .1 . Hydrogen analysis of pickled wires
Wires were analysed for hydrogen "by vacuum extraction 
at 150°C*, the results are shown in Table 18. The error
.f
in measurement is estimated to he - 10% and similar 
specimens were reproducible within this limit.
14..2 .2 . Corrosion of iron wires during pickling
Although Wach (12) suggests that the introduction of
hydrogen into iron from a sulphuric acid solution containing 
thiourea may be likened to electroless plating this is not 
strictly true. Under such conditions, small corrosion 
currents of the order of 10~^ ma/cm^ have been observed to 
flow (hi+). The amount of metal dissolved away during the 
standard pickling treatment is very small and not detected 
by a micrometer screw-gauge, the wire merely presenting a 
lightly etched appearance.
Wires that had been subjected to different degrees of 
cold work were pickled for a period of 48 hours, being
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dried and weighed at intervals during this time (Fig.i+5)-
The annealed wire and that swaged down by L\..0% were. dissolved
away at a very similar rate? weight loss increased linearly
with time. Wires with greater deformations were corroded
faster in spite of the smaller initial surface area.
Although specimens cold-reduced by 55.6% lost weight at a
rate approximately 6 times greater than that of annealed
wire, the standard pickling treatment reduced their weight
by only 0.0035 gms., removing a calculated 0 .00015 cms.
from the wire surface, about 0.5% of the radius of the wire.
The loss in weight of others was considerably less, as
little as 0.0006 gms. in the case of annealed wire. If
weight loss per unit surface area is considered rather than
per unit length of the wire specimens, the rate of vireight
loss of heavily deformed wires is correspondingly increased
but the picture is not otherwise altered.
Only a small fraction of the hydrogen liberated by the
dissolution of iron in acid actually enters the wire, the
1 /proportion varies but calculation shows that ' Zj.00 is a 
reasonable figure.
r13U~
b •3• Mechanical properties of the iron wire
• Tensile results
Tensile tests of annealed and swaged iron wires were 
performed in order to estimate the dislocation densities of 
the material.
In some cases it was necessary to use an extrapolation 
of the results of Keh and Weissmann (Fig.,2) in order to 
obtain a figure for the dislocation density of more heavily 
deformed wires. Results are presented in Table 19» It 
is interesting to note that as the cross sectional area of 
wires is reduced in the range 9 .1 ^55*6 % the maximum load
-J-
which each wire sustained remained constant - 6%. The 
calculated dislocation density increases by a factor of 10 
as an annealed wire is swaged down by h.0% and by a further 
factor of 10 in the next 90% of deformation. These 
calculated figures represent an average dislocation density 
throughout the material.
U*3»2. Microhardness Results
Swaging was selected in preference to deformation by 
tension because cold-work is more uniform along the wire.
It was considered that straining in tension might produce 
slight local thinning which could influence internal 
friction results since the surface strain during a test 
would be non-uniform, also tensile deformation would not 
permit so great a range of reductions. Hardness profiles
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of the wires show that deformation is, however, not uniform 
across the section (Fig.146, Table 20) . Five traverses 
from left to right were taken for each specimen and summed 
with the same traverses from right to left, so each value 
is the mean of 10 readings.
It will he seen that the hardness of 86 VPN is 
practically constant across an annealed wire., the slight 
decrease at the edge probably being the result of indent­
ation too near the edge of such a soft specimen. The 
internal hardness of deformed wires is appreciably greater 
than that at the surface; it would appear that the surface 
has not been greatly deformed (possible as a result of 
friction at the die surface) but has served to transmit the 
cold-work to the centre of the wire. The surface hardness 
of wires swaged down by 9 *1-55*6 % remains almost constant 
at about 100 VPN. As deformation is transmitted by the 
surface layer* two hardness maxima appear on the diameter.
At greater deformations these peaks develop in size and 
finally merge, partly as a result of their growth and 
partly as a result of the decrease in wire diameter.
Although the deformation produced by swaging is not 
uniform, examination of the hardness profile of as received 
material shows that the distribution of deformation in a 
drawn wire is also non-uniform. Drawing through dies 
produces a better distribution than swaging, but swaging
-137-
was employed as the means of reduction “because it was a 
convenient method to use in the laboratory and results from 
swaging were consistent and reproducible.
i|.3*3- X-ray analysis
Local thickening of the reflected lines on the films 
from the Stubbins camera was indexed with a p chart to give 
an indication of the inclination of the reflecting planes 
to the wire axis (Table 21). These angles were compared 
with' standard tables for interpiariar angles to derive the 
fibre axis. The (no) directions were shown to be parallel 
to the axis of the wire - 10° in both drawn and swaged 
samples.
Whereas the lines on films of as received material 
were well developed, it was not possible to detect preferred 
orientation in annealed wire as the grain size was coarse, 
so only a few random reflections appeared on the lines. 
Cold-reduction by swaging produced some local thickening of 
the reflected lines but they were rather spotty; further 
deformation tended to improve their quality.
The coarse grain size was a hindrance in the deter­
mination of preferred orientation, also the diameter of the 
wire specimens was too great for accurate work as the 
thickness of iron shielded some of the film from reflected 
X-rays.
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L-h* Magnetic properties
h*h°1• Magnetic properties of pure iron
A cathode ray hysteresis loop tracer was used to produce 
the curves of annealed and deformed wires. Only a simple 
integrating circuit was used so the traces were probably 
distorted to an unknown extent. It is, however, possible
to make qualitative comparisons (Fig.L7) and to derive
approximate figures for the coercive force and field strength 
required to saturate the material. For annealed material 
Hq is 7*0 Oe. and Hg is 10.5 Oe., while for drawn material 
reduced by 9h*2% Hg is 11.5 Oe. and Hg is 18.5 Oe., there 
is a smooth gradation between these figures.
It is immediately apparent that the hysteresis loop 
for annealed material is considerably squarer than those of 
deformed wires. As can be expected, this indicates that 
permeability is greater in annealed iron where there is 
little obstruction to the movement of Bloch walls. There 
is a definite change between the comparatively easy magnet­
ization by domain wall migration, aad the more difficult 
process of domain rotation. Hysteresis loops for deformed 
iron are more rounded, it can be taken that internal stresses 
hinder the migration of domain walls so this mode of magnet­
ization overlaps into magnetization by domain rotation. An 
allowance has to be made for the reduction in cross section 
of the deformed wires, no change in the shape or size of 
the hysteresis loops is detectable after specimens have been
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hydrogen charged "by pickling.
It was possible to display the magnetic characteristics 
in an unintegrated form, to show the rate of change of
JT3
induction with time as a function of field strength
(H) which also varies cyclically with time (Pig.l4.8a).
Curves for all deformed wires were very similar, exhibiting 
a single large peak corresponding to the maximum permeability,
Pickling effects 
Annealed material showed a small secondary peak (Pig.l|8 ) 
which seems to correspond to the position where the method 
of demagnetization is changing to Bloch wall migration from 
domain rotation. This small peak was sensitive to local 
variations within the specimen, and also proved sensitive 
to the introduction of hydrogen. The height of the small 
secondary peak was reduced by pickling to about a quarter 
of its original value but regained its original size as 
hydrogen was permitted to effuse from the specimen (Pig.I4.9) •
U-U-3* Bitter figures
Bitter figures show magnetic inhomogeneities on a cross
section of the iron wires. These may be domain walls,
grain boundaries, internal strains and inclusions, however
they are visible only when the small surface domain pattern
o
(Pig.50a) has been removed by etching away about 5000 A 
of material in 5% nital. Since all the specimens are 
polycrystalline the figures show the complicated domain
FIG. 50. BITTER FIGURES OF DOMAIN PATTERNS.
A. MAZE PATTERN ON A MECHANICALLY POLISHED SURFACE. (X 360)
B. COMPLICATED DOMAINS ON A RANDOM ANNEALED SURFACE.(x 360)
C. SIMPLE DOMAINS ON A STRAIN-FREE CUBE FACE.(x 200)
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patterns of crystals sectioned away from (100) planes 
(Fig. 50b). Occasionally a Christmas tree domain pattern 
was observed in a grain that had been sectioned close to a 
(100) plane (Pig.50c).
The domain pattern in annealed wire is bold and well 
developed (Fig.5l)> as it is in wire reduced by In
wires swaged down by 9.1 and 16.0 % a clear pattern is still 
discernable near the surface but the structure at the centre 
is not at all well defined. Wires with reductions of 2Lj..h 
and 33*3 % show a trace of domain structure at the surface, 
inside which is an ill-defined area showing prominent 
magnetic inhomogeneities as a result of cold work, in some 
cases swaging has aligned the structural irregularities in 
a spiral formation which extends throughout a wire reduced by 
55*6% so no domain structure is visible. The as received 
drawn wire shows no domain structure.
It was not possible to examine specimens containing 
hydrogen as it escaped from the wires while they were being 
mounted. Trains of bubbles evolved by the wires could be 
seen in the clear mounting resin. Subsequent inspection of 
the Bitter figures of these wires revealed nothing different 
from those of uncharged specimens.
Metallographic Examination 
Microscopic examination of annealed wire revealed large 
equiaxed ferrite grains with an average diameter of about
14 4
FIG. 51. BITTER FIGURES OF DEFORMED WIRES (x  l4 o )  .
A. ANNEALED B. 9-1 °/o R.A. -
C. 24 .4  °/o R.A. D. 55-6 °/o R.A.
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0.025 cms. The etch pitting evident in some specimens was 
produced as a result of the long etching times necessary to 
show the structure of pure annealed iron (Pig.52); the 
structure of wire swaged down by l±.0% was metallographically 
similar, hut sub-boundaries were a little more prominent.
This feature was more pronounced in wire reduced by 9*1%* 
especially so at the centre of some specimens. The internal 
stresses produced by greater deformation influenced the 
etching characteristics of the material to shew, in some 
instances, the spiral inhomogeneities revealed by the 
Bitter technique, these were situated at the centre of wires 
swaged down by 16.0, 2Lj.• I4. and 33*3 % and spread almost 
throughout wire reduced by 55*6%. As received drawn wire 
exhibited no grain structure.
As was described in the previous section, it was not 
possible to examine wire containing hydrogen since it 
escaped during the mounting process, but the examination of 
pickled wires revealed no visible change either within the 
wire or at the surface.
In order to demonstrate that the material was susceptible 
to hydrogen embrittlement and that the poisoned sulphuric 
acid solution was capable of producing it, a wire swaged down 
by 16.0% was cathodically charged at 0.1 amps/cm, for 22+ 
hours. Figure 52f shows the cracks, both intergranular 
and transcrystalline, about 0.01 cms long and 0 .0 0 2 cms
14*
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FIG. 52 . MICROSTRUCTURES OF DEFORMED WIRES (x 140) .
A. ANNEALED B. 9-1%  R.A.
C. 24-4 °/o R.A. D. 55'6 °/o R. A.
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wide produced by this treatment; there is also some trace 
of blistering at the surface. The cracks do not appear to 
he restricted to one part of the specimen hut appear hoth 
close to the surface and at the centre.
-1U9t <
Section 5 DISCUSSION
5.1. Mechanical Properties of the Iron Wire
Before the major discussion on magnetic damping and the 
hydrogen cold-work peak, the reasons for the mechanical 
tests and the significance of the physical properties of 
cold-worked wire will he briefly considered. Deformation 
hy swaging produces changes within the wire, so the 
mechanical tests were performed in an attempt to follow 
these effects.
The purpose of the tensile tests was to obtain figures 
for dislocation density, hut it must he remembered that 
these are only approximate as it was in some cases 
necessary to use an extrapolation of the work of Keh (70) 
in deriving the figures. Furthermore, recent work at 
Sheffield and elsewhere has shown that the figures obtained 
from thin films may not he truly representative of the 
dislocation densities in hulk materials; more powerful 
electron microscopes, able to penetrate thicker films, have 
revealed that previous figures err on the low side.
However, the results presented in Table 19 do serve to give 
a comparison.
The tabulated results indicate the average dislocation 
density, but dislocations are not spread uniformly throughout 
b.c.c. metals unless they are deformed above °K,
where T^ is the melting point. Deformation at a lower
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temperature produces a cell structure where dislocations 
congregate in walls round relatively undeformed material, 
the cell structure becomes more apparent as the 
temperature of deformation is reduced but the overall 
dislocation density is not altered. When iron is deformed 
at room temperature the dislocation density in cell 
walls is about four times the overall average (70).
The non-uniform distribution of dislocations on a 
microscale will not greatly affect internal friction as the 
comparatively large specimen will even out their 
contribution to damping. Of greater concern is the 
non-uniformity of cold-work throughout the deformed wires 
as a whole as shown by the Microhardness tests ■
(Section 1+.3.2.). Uneven distribution is to some extent 
inevitable; straining in tension is best for small 
deformations but in this way it would not be possible to 
produce a uniform deformation of even 10% throughout the 
length of a 17.5 cm. wire, an alternative method of 
deformation is thus required. Drawing and swaging both 
produce non-uniform cold-work: drawing may be slightly 
superior in this respect but swaging is more convenient 
in the laboratory, and as the results were both consistent 
and reproducible, it may be taken that the internal friction 
represents the properties of the specimen as a whole. The 
present investigation, therefore, does not concern itself 
with the properties of specific dislocation arrays but with
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th© general properties of deformed iron,
X-ray analysis was undertaken in order to determine 
the fibre axis of any possible preferred orientation 
created by the swaging (Section i4-*3.3.)« Preferred 
orientation influences the magnetic properties of 
the iron wires and the easy axis of magnetization has 
been shown to be at an angle of b5° to the wire axis 
(Table 21), The significance of this will be considered 
in context with magnetic fields stronger than that 
required to saturate an iron wire (Section 5«2.5.)«
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5.2, Magnetic Damping - Introduction
The dependence of damping on strain amplitude, and 
its inverse relationship with axial magnetic field 
strength and superimposed tensile stress, is best 
considered in terms of vectors affecting the alignment 
of atomic magnets in a specimen undergoing an internal 
friction test. It is then possible to account for the 
effects produced on damping when the axial field is 
stronger than that required to achieve saturation.
In order to draw these conclusions it is necessary to 
consider individually the effects of magnetic fields, 
static stress, crystal anisotropy and amplitude 
dependence on the internal friction. The observed 
relationship between damping and strain amplitude is 
used in conjunction with the work of Sumner and 
Entwistle to furnish a magneto-mechanical analogy of 
Rayleigh’s law of magnetization at low field 
strengths.
5.2.1 , The effect of magnetic field strength and static 
stress on the internal friction of annealed wire.
The fact that the internal friction of ferrite is 
sensitive to stress (Pig.20) can be attributed to the 
influence of the magnetostrictive properties on the 
hysteresis and micro-eddy current components of damping;
for this reason the magnetic properties of the material
•
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were investigated.
Coercive force (H ), the field strength required toc
produce saturation (H ) and magnetization are of mores
interest than permeability as they give a better indication
of the internal state of the specimen. The values
determined for H and H (Section U.U.1.) are greaterc s
by a factor of between 2 and 3 than those quoted in
literature. Some error will probably have been
introduced by the simple nature of the loop tracing
circuit, but the presence of 0.018% carbon will also
account for the difference. Carbon slightly reduces the
saturation magnetization of pure iron and at the same
time increases both H and H . The overall effect is toc s
increase the area of the hysteresis loop. Although this
is consistent with the general pattern of results, no
additional information was obtained which could be
related qualitatively to the magnetic internal friction.
If log damping is plotted against field strength
(Fig.53)9 a curve is produced which deviates from
linearity in fields weaker than 20 0- • In a stronger 'e
field the damping may be expressed in terms of field 
strength by the following equation:
(3h)
In this investigation magnetostriction remains 
positive throughout, although the applied stress
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reduces the magnetos trie tive strain “by ahout 0,5 x 10 
in fields stronger than 30 Oe., and hy a lesser amount 
in weaker fields (108), The domain theory predicts an 
increase in magnetization produced hy tension as the 
domains are more stable if a stress is applied in the 
same direction as the magnetic field. Consequently, 
hysteresis and micro-eddy current losses caused by 90° 
domain wall movement are reduced.
When log damping of an annealed wire (which is 
approximately the same as log magnetic damping) is plotted 
against log tensile stress (Pig.5U)> the resulting straight 
line shows that in the range of stress under consideration:
so magnetic damping is related to the reciprocal of tensile
stress raised to a power close to unity.
Cochardt (182) has shown that the effect of a static
stress on the damping depends on its magnitude in relation
to the elastic limit, the vibrational stress and the
magneto-mechanical coercive force, while the relationship
between damping and magnetic field strength depends on
a hysteresis constant. Sumner and Sntwistle (190) have
calculated that with stresses and magnetic fields below
those required to produce magneto-mechanical remanance,
stress and field strength will produce similar effects in
o
the behaviour of a 90‘ boundary, these effects being
(35)
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linearly related.
Under the conditions employed during the present 
investigation, namely strain amplitudes lower than those 
used by Sumner and Entwistle, but considering magnetic fields 
stronger than those required to achieve saturation, the 
power to which the field strength must be raised in order 
to be proportional to damping is twice that for the stress 
dependence. This is further discussed in relation to 
amplitude dependence effects (Section 5*2.2.).
5.2.2. The effect of deformation on internal friction 
Deformation creates local strains within the 
material which act as barriers to domain wall motion, so 
response of the domains to a given stimulus will be 
increasingly restricted as barriers grow in both height 
and number. Damping in the absence of a magnetic field is 
reduced by about 85% after 9*1% cold reduction, which is 
the deformation range in which dislocations multiply most 
rapidly (183). Thus, although dislocation damping is 
increased by deformation in this range (Pig.2U) the total 
damping is reduced; further deformation causes dislocation 
interaction and mutual locking, which decreases dislocation 
damping. The work of Brown (160,161) indicates that the 
majority of these dislocations are paired, and there is a 
correspondingly smaller change in magnetic damping in the 
later stages of deformation.
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5.2.3. The effects of a magnetic field on the internal 
friction of deformed iron
The peak produced in the damping of deformed wires 
"by increasing the strength of the surrounding field is 
similar to that observed in nickel (11+2,181+). Misek 
examined specimens in a torsion pendulum apparatus 
surrounded by a field of 100 Oe. alternating at 50 c./s,, 
and used an additional variable circular field created by 
passing a current through the specimen (11+2).
The resulting curve can be divided into five sections 
(Pig.55)9 the first of which corresponds to the 
demagnetized state. Misek states that the damping 
capacity here depends mainly on magneto-elastic hysteresis; 
this may be true for annealed nickel, but the analogous 
section for deformed wires in the present work also 
contains a significant contribution to damping by dislocations.
The second section is a straight line where domain wall 
migration is predominant. The slope is constant for 
different strain amplitudes of the internal friction test.
Misek attributes no significance to the peak other 
than that it represents the equilibrium between several 
opposing factors (11+2), but expects a simple connection 
between the field strength at which the phenomenon occurs 
and the coercive force of the specimen. However, an 
argument similar to that used by Sumner and Entwistle (190) 
indicates that peak occurs at a field strength which permits
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the vibrational strain to initiate the maximum number of 
Barkhausen jumps. The relationship between the stress and 
magnetic field strength required to move a domain wall 
will then provide a figure for the force required to move 
the greatest number of domain walls in a specimen of known 
deformation. Greater internal strain increases the 
internal stress peaks and hence a stronger field is required 
before the vibrational strain of the test is able to unlock 
the domain boundaries and initiate Barkhausen jumps. 
Inspection of Figures 23 and 28 shows that the presence of 
hydrogen affects chiefly the low field strength side of the 
peaks, namely the region in which domain wall movement 
occurs. This is consistent with the view that interstitials 
hinder Bloch wall movement (162), as energy is required to 
re-site the interstitial atoms which results in an increase 
of internal friction.
-1 60r
Section h , the descending part of the curve, was 
not studied in detail.
The last section is the saturation range in which 
damping reaches its lowest value, and only background 
dislocation damping is present. This range starts 
at above 50 Oe. in Misek*s investigation.
The conclusions based on the present work agree 
with the interpretation of Section 1 but it appears 
that the peak occurs at the steepest part of the 
magnetization curve rather than being directly 
related to the coercive force. This explains why 
saturation is reached in the downward slope of 
Section b 9 the reason for the small change in 
damping produced by a field stronger than that 
required to saturate the specimen will be discussed 
in Section 5.2.5.
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5.2. U . Amplitude dependence in a weak magnetic field
It will be seen in Figure 39 that the majority of the 
amplitude dependence is due to magnetic effects, but 
macro-eddy currents play little part as the specimen is 
small and the frequency of vibration is low. The internal 
friction work on iron by Krishtal et al. (188) showed that 
for a range of amplitudes similar to that in the present 
work, the amplitude dependence is largely removed by the 
application of a magnetic field of 200 Oe; Sumner and 
Entwistle have observed similar effects at greater 
amplitudes. It should be noted that fields are far stronger 
than those required to saturate the specimens.
Amplitude dependence due to dislocation movement 
has been explained by Granato and Lucke (Section 2.3.5.) • 
However, in weak fields the majority of amplitude dependence 
is caused by domain wall motion. Since the form of the 
curves of log £ 6  versus are very similar (Fig.UO), 
it is suggested that in this instance the breakaway of 
domain walls from internal strains and inclusions is 
analogous to the breaking away of dislocation loops from 
pinning interstitials.
In the model presented by Granato and Lucke, the 
intercept on the ordinate is a function of the dislocation 
density of the sample. In the case of magnetic damping, 
the intercept rises as magnetic damping increases (both 
when the magnetic field strength is reduced and when the
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level of deformation is reduced).
To extend the analogy, the hysteresis loop 
corresponding to Bloch wall movement can he compared with 
that for dislocation movement; two forms of hysteresis 
have been postulated, one for Bloch walls pinned by internal 
strains and one for pinning by voids and non-magnetic 
inclusions (157). When sufficient force is applied to a 
domain wall, it will overcome the restraining barrier and 
subsequent movement will require little energy until 
another barrier is encountered. The likelihood of such an 
encounter depends on the amplitude of domain wall motion and 
the number of barriers. This type of amplitude dependence 
can occur only in the part of the magnetization curve where 
magnetization is achieved by domain wall migration.
Sumner and Entwistle discussed this part of the curve 
(1 9 0), but did not consider in detail the mechanics of 
Bloch wall movement. They provided a general relationship 
between magnetic damping and vibrational shear strain, which 
will be used (Section 5.2.6.) in the comparison of 
magnetization by weak fields and small stresses in magnetic 
and magneto-mechanical hysteresis.
5.2.5. Amplitude dependence in stronger fields and a 
model for magnetic damping
A further cause of amplitude dependence arises in 
fields stronger than those necessary for saturation.
Consider the general case of a grain situated in a wire,
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such that an easy direction of magnetization
does not lie parallel to the wire axis. (X-ray analysis
in Section U.3.3. has sho?/n this to he the case.)
If this wire is placed in an axial magnetic field of 
sufficient strength to have completed the magnetization 
resulting from Bloch wall motion, further magnetization 
will occur only by domain rotation.
Atomic magnets within one domain are all aligned 
parallel to an easy direction of magnetization, but the 
magnetic field and the small tensile stress exerted by the 
weight of the inertia member will both tend to rotate the
direction of magnetization towards the axis of the wire.
However, the torsional strain produced during the internal 
friction test will tend to rotate the direction of 
magnetization away from the axis towards the direction of 
maximum tensile stress, which is the direction of 
principal stress at U5° to the wire axis.
It follows that it is possible to draw a vector
diagram of the forces influencing the alignment of atomic 
magnets (Fig.56a). The chief forces to be considered are 
listed below.
Crystal anisotropy aiigns domain magnetization along 
a {100^ direction in ferrite, which has been shown by 
X-ray crystallography (Section U*3.3.) to be U5° away from 
the wire axis. This component is represented by vector OA.
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When the direction of domain magnetization is rotated away
from this easy direction by an angle ot , the restoring force
is proportional to Sin U Ot (189). Hence the vector
direction OA is fixed, but its magnitude will vary as a
function of field strength.
The aligning influence of the magnetic field (vector AB)
exerts a redirecting force on the domains proportional to
H Sin ( %/l± - ). Vector AB will be parallel to the
wire axis and its length will be proportional to the
strength of the applied field.
Magnetostrictive forces in ferrite tend to align the
domains parallel to the direction of applied stress.
Vector BC is parallel to the wire axis and its length is
constant for a standard inertia bar assembly.
The oscillating stress produced during the internal
friction test tends to align domain magnetization at b5°
■\
to the wire axis (vectors CD and CD ); the length of the
vector depends on the strain amplitude. Completion of the
vector diagram shows that the cyclic stress causes the
■\
resultant aligning force (OD,OD ) to oscillate through 
an angle <f>.
The vector diagram may be simplified by resolving OA 
and CD, CD parallel and perpendicular to the wire axis.
(Fig.56b).
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OA = OP + PA
1 1 
CD = CE + ED and CD = CE + ED
(36)
(37)
When <j> is small,
. DD , 0 = tan 0 = / (38)
PE
(39)
PE
This means that magnetostrictive damping can he expected
experimentally in section 2+.1 .6.
The vector diagram also suggests that the damping 
should he inversely proportional to the sum of the forces 
acting along the axis of the wire, i.e. PA + AB +■ BG + CE = PE.
has heen shown to exist between the damping, and hoth magnetic 
field strength and superimposed tensile stress (Section 5.2.1.) 
The relationship will not he simple, as the power to which 
a particular factor must he raised will he dependent on the 
magnitude of the other factors acting in the same direction.
Another prediction that can he made with the vector 
diagram is that magnetic damping and amplitude dependence 
will he affected hy a change in a magnetic field stronger than 
that required to produce saturation. Sumner and Entwistle 
do not consider this source of amplitude dependence (190) 
hut restrict their discussion to magnetization at and helow
to he proportional to the strain amplitude (CD>CD ) as found
1 '
By equation 39> 0 is related to /PE. An inverse relationship
remanence, although a hysteresis loss may he observed when 
magnetization is greater than Br « This is shown hy the 
results for annealed wires (Pigs. 21 and 39) which show 
the influence of magnetising field strength up to 100 Oe., 
whereas the material is saturated hy a field of ahout 
12 Oe. (Section U.U.1.). Hence the damping in Section U 
of Misek1s curve (Pig.55) (Section 5.1.3.) can continue to 
decrease even heyond magnetic saturation as a very strong 
field would he required to prevent all domain oscillation 
caused hy the strains of an internal friction test.
5.2.6. Additional implications of magneto-mechanical damning 
The strain amplitude dependence of magnetic damping 
examined hy Sumner and Entwistle (190) leads to the 
conclusion that damping is proportional to^/^
where 0 is the shear strain and & 0  is the residual twist 
after release of the torque. This can he combined with the 
experimental relationship found in the present work.
< x  0  J —  —  —  —  —  (UO)
which leads to the relationship:
A  0 (62 --.--------  (M)
Residual magnetization is thus proportional to the
square of the magnetizing strain; so the magneto-mechanical
hysteresis loop at low strains is directly comparable with
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the magnetic loop in weak magnetising fields when Rayleigh1s
law may he expressed as:
Bp = (v/2) Hm2   (1+2)
where Bp is the residual magnetization,
H the maximum magnetizing field strength employed in
and v = which is constant.
dH
In view of this interesting result, it is worthwhile 
examining in more detail the model used hy Sumner and 
Entwistle. A cylindrical specimen deformed to a shear 
strain 0 produces magnetization along a direction of 
principal stress at U5° to the axis. After release of the 
applied torque, remanent magnetization causes a residual 
twist ( 0 )  through the Wiedmann effect; 0 and A 0  are 
directly comparable with magnetizing field strength (h ) 
and remanent intensity of magnetization (B^). As a 
magnetic hysterisis loss may he represented hy C.H .Bp 
where C is a factor expressing the shape of the hysteresis 
loop, so the magneto-mechanical hysteresis loss (AE) may 
he expressed hy:
A E  = KG0A0  (h3)
Where G is the shear modulus
and K depends on loop shape and has a maximum value of 2. 
Since the maximum strain energy (E) is about ^G0 the 
magnetic damping (P ) may he expressed as:
Pm = = gU  = 2K A %  "--------1 *
At strain amplitudes of 2-U x 10 , damping reaches a
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J
maximum when *  ^ ■*** maximum, i.e. when magneto—mechanical
permeability is maximum: at higher strains damping is
-j
proportional to since A $  has a limiting value.
There is thus no contradiction "between the present 
experimental results and the theoretical relationship of 
damping and vibrational strain proposed by Sumner and 
Entwistle\ they are, in fact, complementary and in 
combination yield a magneto-mechanical analogue of 
Rayleigh’s law. This is reasonable, and it indicates the 
validity of both the theory and the experimental relationship 
between strain amplitude and damping, which is one of the 
four factors that are considered in the vector model for the 
damping behaviour of atomic magnets.
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5.3. The “behaviour of hydrogen in iron - Introduction 
The effects produced by pickling ferrite will be 
firstly discussed, since this was the method employed to 
introduce hydrogen into the iron wire specimens where 
it entered the lattice and also segregated to dislocations. 
The lattice hydrogen gives rise to a Snoek peak which is 
briefly discussed, while the interaction of hydrogen with 
dislocations and the partition of hydrogen between 
dislocations and the lattice are considered in greater 
detail; these sections contribute to an understanding 
of the mechanism of the cold-work peak. The properties 
of this peak allow measurement of the diffusion of 
hydrogen in ferrite, and permit estimation of an 
activation energy for diffusion which is cross-checked 
by other methods. The values of the activation 
energies so obtained and the derived binding energies 
are plotted to show the relative significance of voids 
and dislocations as traps for hydrogen. The final 
section considers tjie role played by dislocations and 
hydrogen in the embrittlement of iron.
5*3.1 . The effects produced by pickling ferrite
Although the hydrogen content of wires deformed by 
between l+.O and 3 3 .3% and then pickled remains almost 
constant at about 1 p.p.m., examination of the graph of 
log hydrogen content against log dislocation density 
(Pig. 57) over the range A  - 1 #U.x 1010- 1 .7 x 10** does
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show that, after a standard pickle the hydrogen content
is approximately proportional to dislocation density.
Corrosion of specimens during pickling is not a
great problem; the most heavily swaged specimen lost only
0 .5^ of its radius during the standard treatment and
other specimens were affected less. It may he
significant to note that in the range of cold reduction
i+.O to the surface of the wires is in very similar
condition (section 1|.3 *2 ) so in each case the pickling
solution is acting on similar material, which makes
hydrogen charged specimens of different deformations
directly comparable.
5*3*2. The Snoek Peak
Readings taken in the range 30-80°K. show a large
scatter so results must be interpreted with caution.
The results showing a Snoek peak (Section *7) were
*
plotted against and- a smooth curve was drawn
(Fig. 58). The broadening on the low temperature side 
shows that the peak probably does not represent a single 
relaxation mechanism, so the distorted peak has been 
separated graphically into two symmetrical peaks whose 
details are given in Table 23*
The figures calculated for activation energy are 
consistent with the range of values quoted in literature 
for the diffusion of hydrogen in the undistorted iron
T172-
lattice (section 2,5.1 ). However, since the reproducibility 
in this temperature range is poor, it does not seem
worthwhile to discuss the nature of the double peak in more
detail.
5 .3 .3 . The interaction of hydrogen and dislocations 
The idea that dislocations could act as trapping 
centres has been raised many times as being the simplest 
solution to a number of features associated with hydrogen 
embrittlement (13,187r) and yet has been regularly discounted
because of one or more of the following factors (3 ):
(1) Demonstration of the presence of cracks or voids in the
specimen.
(2) Insufficient storage capacity for known volumes of 
hydrogen at a limited number of dislocation sites.
(3) Lack of elastic distortion attributable to the hydrogen 
atom in the iron lattice.
(1+) Quantitative differences between changes in the rate of 
hydrogen diffusion and changes in dislocation density.
(5) Demonstration of rate effects suggesting that carbon
or nitrogen are responsible for some of the observations. 
It is undoubtedly true that if hydrogen is introduced 
too rapidly, cracks will be formed (11+9 ) > and if voids are 
present, these will act as‘the major trapping centres for 
hydrogen (3>10). This does not however apply to the present 
work where the rate of introduction of hydrogen was slow and 
the total content kept in the region of 1 p.p.m.
T173-
The observed dislocation damping of hydrogenated wires 
has been plotted against the dislocation contribution of 
uncharged specimens (Pig.59) to produce a straight line which 
extrapolates through the origin, i.e.
^DH ~
where is dislocation component of damping in a
hydrogen charged wire and is the dislocation damping in
a similar uncharged specimen.
This demonstrates that in wires containing 1 p.p.m. of 
hydrogen, the height of the hydrogen cold-work peak is 
linearly related to the residual dislocation damping 
corresponding to various deformation levels. Since 
dislocation damping results from the oscillation of mobile 
dislocation segments and since the cold~work peak height 
is proportional to the hydrogen content of a specimen 
deformed by a specified degree, it must be concluded that 
hydrogen interacts with these segments to increase the 
energy required for their movement proportionally to its 
concentration.
Any interaction of hydrogen with non-mobile dislocations 
will not be revealed by dislocation damping. However, the 
dislocation damping of specimens cold-reduced by more than 
50% is decreased by mutual locking of mobile dislocation 
segments even though the dislocation density is increased. 
Pickling such heavily worked specimens under standard
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condltions introduces more than 1 p.p.m. of hydrogen 
(Fig.57-)> so it is more soluble in specimens containing 
a larger number of dislocations even if only a few of them 
are able to contribute to internal friction.
Li, Oriani and Darken (190 have shown that for a 
solute (x) with a partial molar volume V„, there will beA
an enhanced solubility (C^) in the vicinity of any lattice 
region where there is a tensile hydrostatic stress (dr).
If the normal lattice solubility is (CQ), then the 
concentration in the vicinity of dislocations (C^) will 
be given by:
RT m  (c1/ c o) =C7-Vx ----------- (k&)
Oriani (192) has emphasized that the partial molar volume 
for hydrogen in iron is not negligible, and has calculated 
a value for of ^ 2  ccs./gm.mole on the basis of the 
enhanced permeability of hydrogen through stressed membranes 
(193)* Substitution of this value into equation (U&) leads 
to a solubility ratio (G^/Cq) of 50 at a distance of 5& 
from the core of an edge dislocation at 300°K; the ratio 
decreases rapidly as distance from the dislocation increases, 
but is still 5 at a distance of 122.. There is therefore 
considerable storage capacity for hydrogen in the vicinity of 
dislocations, and the elastic dislocation interaction energy 
(V^<r ) is of the same order (5-10 K cals./mole) as the 
observed binding energy derived from the cold-work.peak.
t-1 76-
A value for VTT of «»2 ccs ./gm.mole is unexpectedly high,n
"but consistent with calculations “based on the insertion of*
a hydrogen atom, of Pauling radius appropriate for octahedral
bonding, into octahedral interstices, which yields a value of
^  = 2.1 ccs./gm.mole• The corresponding value for hydrogen
in tetrahedral interstices is 0.3 ccs./gm.mole, which strongly
confirms the location of hydrogen in octahedral interstices
and is consistent with the observation of a Snoek peak for
hydrogen. (The agreement between calculated and experimental
values of supports the idea of a basically metallic- i- n
covalent type of bond, but does not rule out a small ionic
component such as is found in many hydrogen bonds and is
suggested by electrolytic diffusion experiments (12). It
has been suggested that the large difference in the
behaviour of nitrogen and carbon cold-work peaks is
associated with a change in the electronic configuration of
the interstitials at dislocation sites (10*+.)
The -partition of hydrogen between lattice and
dislocation sites
The value of is also useful in allowing an estimate
of the relaxation strength (a^) of the hydrogen Snoek
peak. Oriani (192) has indicated that a should be
X
2 /3proportional to (V ) / if the linear strain (fA.) associated
with an interstitial can be assumed to be proportional to 
—  1 / 3
(V -) . According to Nowick and Heller (19*+)
sx = k (SX)x2 / dy-Tj  (47)
Where K is a constant which includes a geometrical factor, 
Young*s Modulus and other fundamental constants;
is the peak temperature,
and T is the spontaneous ordering temperature of the o
interstitial.
A comparison of the appropriate values for hydrogen and carbon
(<£A)h2 / (£X) 2 = ( V V 2/3  (us)
yields a value for of which when combined with
the internal friction results of Gibala (1U7) gives a lattice
solubility for hydrogen (C^) of 0.01 p.p.m. This is
appreciably different from the value assumed by Gibala
(*v1 p.p.m.) and has a considerable effect on the calculated
partition of hydrogen between lattice sites and dislocations.
It has been tacitly assumed, in the present work, that
effectively all the hydrogen ('vl p.p.m.) is located at
dislocations (Section 5*3.3. )• If the total hydrogen content
is combined with the maximum height recorded for the cold-work
peak, this yields a relaxation strength for hydrogen at
dislocations (&gp) of 10 (in the same units as used by
Gibala). Table 21+ shows that although the same ratio of the
cold-work peak height and the Snoek peak height is obtained
from a combination of the present work and Gibala*s results,
or just from the data of Gibala (114.7 ), there is a marked
difference in interpretation with respect to the individual
5 and C values. Gibala arrives at a value of C^-^l p.p.m. X X  H
and \ 1  by assuming that the strain produced by
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hydrogen is at least one order of* magnitude less than for 
carbon. The value for at dislocations is then derived 
by combining the values deduced for Cg with the further 
assumption that there is only one dislocation site per plane 
of atoms intersected by the dislocation available for reaction 
with interstitials. It is difficult to reconcile Gibala!s 
ratio of Cg-p/C^ with a reasonable hydrogen-dislocation 
interaction energy, whereas a ratio of Cg.p/Cg of 100/1 is 
quite compatible with an interaction energy of 5-10 Kcals/mole 
and equation (U6). It is also reasonable to expect that cx^-p 
should be lower than Og if the cold-work peak is attributed 
to a Koster mechanism (99). Equation U7 shows that the value 
of a derived from a stress-reorientation model isA
1/approximately proportional to 7T when T is small, and in
P c
the case of hydrogen this factor alone would give a ratio of
it may be expected that Vg is 
reduced for a hydrogen atom in expanded sites near the 
dislocation core.
5.3.5. The mechanism of the cold-work peak
Detailed analysis of the carbon and nitrogen cold-work 
peaks in iron by Petarra and Beshers (10U) and Ino and Sugeno 
(102) shows that it is not yet certain whether these cold-work 
peaks arise essentially from dislocation movements as proposed 
by Schoeck (101) or whether they are associated with the 
reorientation of interstitials in the immediate vicinity of 
dislocations as proposed by Koster (99). When diffusion of
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carbon cr nitrogen is allowed to take place in freshly
worked material, changes in the cold-work peak can be expected
due to pinning effects on the basic dislocation network. This
will lead to a shift in the peak temperature if the Schoeck
mechanism is operating, but as pointed out by Ino and Sugeno
(102, 195) the Schoeck mechanism does not predict any change
in peak height for changes in the concentration of atoms
in the dislocation atmosphere, unless they also act as
pinning points. Since in the present work a linear dependence
is observed between the cold-work peak height and the
concentration of hydrogen, while the peak temperature remains
constant (Pig.6o), the Schoeck model does not seem
appropriate once the other interstitials have settled into
their stable positions. Calculation of the relaxation
strength of the cold-work peak (Table 2b) suggests that a
stress re-orientation mechanism is in keeping with the
—1 hresults; in addition, the relaxation time ( T o^ 1 0  secs.) 
derived by extrapolation from Figure 61 is more compatible 
with atomic vibration frequencies than with dislocation 
movement. This being so, the figure for D ^ q  obtained from 
Equation b may be regarded with some confidence even though 
the equation may be strictly applied only to Snoek peaks. It 
is possible that the geometric factor relating to jump time 
is different for the Koster and Snoek peaks, but even a 
difference of one order of magnitude will not greatly affect 
the Value of Q obtained from Figure 37.
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As would "be expected Tor a Snoek-type mechanism,
Koster (99) found that the height of the carbon/nitrogen 
cold-work peak is proportional to carbon + nitrogen content; 
however, a much weaker dependence, proportional to the 
1/7 3rd power of the combined interstitial content has been 
reported by Ino and Sugeno (102). This discrepancy has 
been partially resolved by the work of Petarra and Beshers 
(10U), who have shown that nitrogen has proportionately a 
much greater effect on the cold-work peak than carbon, and 
that by diffusing to dislocations ahead of nitrogen, carbon 
may even inhibit the cold-work peak. The dislocation 
atmospheres formed by residual traces of carbon and 
nitrogen are a major complication in interpreting the 
behaviour of the hydrogen cold-work peak. Anomalous 
behaviour was observed during the present work if specimens 
were not aged at room temperature for at least three days 
after the initial deformation process, and before the 
introduction of hydrogen. This seems to have stabilized the 
formation of any carbon or nitrogen atmospheres before 
hydrogen was introduced into the system, and minimised 
further changes due to diffusion of these interstitials 
during subsequent determinations. The anomalies resulting 
from shorter ageing periods prior to hydrogen introduction 
were not studied in detail, but shifts in the peak 
temperature and peak heights are qualitatively analogous
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with those found by other workers who performed their 
ageing treatments after hydrogen introduction.
The need to stabilise the carbon and nitrogen 
configuration before attempting to study the hydrogen peak 
is thus emphasised; the peak almost certainly refers to 
dislocations which possess a carbon or nitrogen atmosphere 
at the core, in addition to an outer atmosphere of 
interstitial hydrogen. This lends further support to the 
Koster theory since Snoek jumps are more likely to occur 
in the vicinity of moving dislocations than between the 
greatly distorted interstitial sites at the dislocation 
core.
5.3*6. The diffusion of hydrogen in ferrite
The calculation in Section U.1 .5. of the activation 
.energy for the diffusion of hydrogen in deformed ferrite 
is subject to a number of assumptions. The assumption 
that the height of the cold-work peak is proportional to 
hydrogen content has been confirmed in Figure 36.
It is also assumed that the approximate form of the 
Armstrong formula (equation 31) is applicable in the 
present instance. One requisite is that diffusion is 
negligible at the lowest temperatures; this appears to 
be justified as the rate of diffusion of hydrogen in ferrite 
at 200°K. is less than 1% that at 250°K and less than
that at 300°K. 200°K can therefore be reasonably taken
as the temperature at which diffusion starts, the
errors being least for specimens aged at the highest 
temperature. Hermant(1^9) found experimentally that the 
effusion of hydrogen from a wire below 200°K is very small.
A further assumption is the value of the activation 
energy inserted into the Armstrong equation. Figure 33 
shows that after a sufficient number of successive 
approximations the value of Q derived by this method is 
independent of the initially assumed value.
The fourth assumption is that the effective linear- 
heating rate of an ageing cycle could be represented by 
the heating rate when half the hydrogen effusing during one 
whole cycle has been lost; other figures for the heating 
rate (namely the average and terminal values) produced no 
great difference in the result.
The final assumption for this calculation is that the 
activation energy of diffusion does not alter in the 
temperature range under consideration. In this case the 
range is only 100°K; results for the diffusion of carbon in 
ferrite show that the activation energy is constant over 
several hundreds of degrees.
Thus the assumptions made seem reasonable and lead to 
an activation energy of 7*2 K. cals/mole. It should be noted 
that this value is not derived by the usual internal friction 
methods, since the peak height enters into the method of 
analysis•
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5.3.7. Determination of Q, “by other methods
The activation energy for the diffusion of hydrogen 
in ferrite can he calculated hy the application of the 
usual methods to internal friction results, but there are 
certain difficulties. The shift of peak temperature with 
change of test frequency is often used to calculate Q 
by means of the following equation:
Although the torsion pendulum used in the present 
investigation has a practicable frequency range of only
0.3 - 3.0 c/s., Maringer et al. (152) obtained a figure of
however, a frequency range of several orders of magnitude
is preferable. For this reason the present results were
plotted in conjunction with those of other workers in the
field (Fig.61), to give a range of relaxation times varying 
—1 —.(5
from 10 to 10 seconds. From this plot an activation 
energy of about 7 K cals/mole was obtained.
(U9)
where T^°K is the peak temperature at a test frequency of
fi c/s
and T2°K is the peak temperature at a test frequency of
f2 c/s
7.9 '+ 1 .v *Ccals/mole by such a method. For accurate results,
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Although calculation of Q from the half-width of 
the peak has heen attempted (9)> this method is likely 
to lead to error as it assumes that the form of the peak 
can he expressed hy the Debye equation. The hydrogen 
cold-work peak in this and several other investigations 
(Section 2.5*3) is considerably broader than the Debye 
width (twice the width in several cases), so this method of 
calculation is not reliable.
The empirical relationship of Wert and Marx (150) 
indicates that, for a given test frequency, the activation 
energy is proportional to the absolute temperature of the 
peak. For a test frequency of 1 c/s. the activation 
energy of a mechanism producing a peak at 110°K is about 
7 K cals/mole.
Table 22 shows a comparison of the present results 
discussed in this section and the previous one with those 
of other investigators in both internal friction and 
hydrogen diffusion. Activation energies obtained during 
the present investigation are in the range 7.0 - 8.0 
K cals/mole, figures which agree well with those in 
literature and confirm that this value of Q is appropriate 
to the diffusion of hydrogen in deformed iron.
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5.3.8. The binding energies at sites competing: for hydrogen
Figure 62 represents a schematic potential energy 
diagram of the type used by Hill (3) to demonstrate the 
interrelation of the energies involved in the interaction 
of hydrogen and iron. The point (a) represents the normal 
interstitial position of a hydrogen atom, and (B) the 
energy of. the. least energetic saddle point for lattice 
diffusion. The distance AB therefore represents the 
activation energy for ordinary lattice diffusion (Qp).
The point (C) represents the energy of a trap site 
(nature unspecified) so that the distance BC is the 
apparent activation energy for diffusion ( Q ^ ) at low 
temperature in the presence of traps, (entropy considerations 
will empty the traps at high temperatures). The point (D) 
represents the energy of a hydrogen atom on the surface 
of the metal, so that the distance AD denotes the heat of 
solution (&Hg) of hydrogen in iron, as measured from 
solubility data. In the original treatment by Hill, the 
reference state of hydrogen outside the metal was considered 
to be gaseous molecular hydrogen, which is open to question, 
since equilibrium between molecular hydrogen and lattice 
hydrogen always occurs via an adsorbed atomic layer.
By substituting values of = 3 K cals/mole,
$
Qd = 7*8 K cals/mole andAHg = 5.2 K cals/mole, Hill 
deduced that the heat of solution in trapped sites (&Hg^) 
was O.U K cals/mole (corresponding to the distance CD).
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This value was subsequently found to be temperature 
dependent, but this does not invalidate the general 
picture. The activation energy found in the present work 
(7.0 - 8.0 K cals/mole) is virtually identical with Hillrs 
value for Qp of 7*8 K cals/mole; values for Qp obtained 
since 1961 still centre about 3 K cals/mole, although it 
is clear that under specified conditions hydrogen can 
diffuse through the lattice with activation energies 
ranging from 1 .I4. K cals/mole (12) to U.2 K cals/mole (187). 
Consequently Hill's model can be retained with the 
additional feature that for the present work the traps 
are identified as dislocations.
In his original paper, Hill (3) utilised this model 
to demonstrate that the solubility and diffusion data point 
to a very small heat of solution for hydrogen in trapped 
sites (O.I* Kcals/mole). This conclusion can now be restated 
in the form that the stability of hydrogen at a surface 
site and at a dislocation are very similar. It follows that 
if Figure (6 2) is considered in relation to internal surfaces, 
such as voids, an almost identical activation energy for 
the effective diffusion of hydrogen will be obtained from 
hydrogen diffusing out of voids (Qp = BD) and away from 
dislocations (Qp\ = BC). This also implies that effectively 
the same activation energy will be observed in specimens 
with various void contents and dislocation densities, so that 
activation energy measurements per se are mot capable of
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distinguishing between these two forms of hydrogen traps, 
unless the measurements are extremely accurate and 
solubility data are also available. Measurement of the 
hydrogen cold-work peak appears to be one of the few 
methods that will enable the relative roles of the two 
kinds of traps to be unravelled.
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5.3.9. The influence of dislocations on Hydrogen Embrittlement 
Since the binding energy appears to be of the same 
order as predicted by elastic theory (1 9 1>1 9 2), the present 
work supports the idea that hydrogen will diffuse 
preferentially to other areas of high lattice dilation, 
such as occur at the root of a crack. Troiano has 
suggested that this is the primary cause of hydrogen 
embrittlement, and it is significant that the activation 
energy for the incubation period associated with 
embrittlement is 9 K cals/mole ( 196). However, a high 
hydrogen concentration in these areas will not by itself 
account for fracture, since the excess hydrogen concentration 
is in equilibrium with its surroundings (192). If there 
is an appreciable hydrogen-dislocation interaction, it is 
possible that additional hydrogen can be carried into the 
area ahead of the crack interface by' moving dislocations, 
as suggested by Bastien (13). In either case this still 
leaves open the question whether an excess hydrogen 
concentration reduces the fracture strength, or raises the 
flow stress in the critical area at the root of the crack.
The similarity between the free energy generated by 
hydrogen moving to a free surface and to a dislocation makes 
it difficult to distinguish between theories based on a 
reduction of surface energy as suggested by Petch (56), 
and theories based on hydrogen impeding dislocation
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movement . Yield point effects have been obtained at low 
temperatures (197-1 9 9 ) f and although it has been agreed 
that the presence of a low temperature yield point is 
irrelevant to the problem of hydrogen embrittlement 
at low temperature (3)> Graville, Baker and Watkinson (187) 
give convincing evidence that the strain rate sensitivity 
of hydrogen embrittlement is connected with the diffusion 
of hydrogen to dislocations. Since it has been demonstrated 
that hydrogen interaction with dislocations is responsible 
for the anomalous diffusion coefficient of hydrogen below 
150-200°C, it is also significant that hydrogen embrittlement 
generally ceases to be a problem above this temperature 
range•
It would seem that if hydrogen embrittlement is to be 
reduced at room temperature, it will be necessary to reduce 
the binding energy of hydrogen to dislocations and/or to 
increase its stability in more innocuous sites. If the 
binding energy is entirely elastic in origin, there is 
little hope of altering the degree of hydrogen segregation 
by alloying, unless the allpying element either separates 
preferentially to dislocations, or markedly effects the 
partial molar volume of hydrogen. However, the latter 
possibility rests on an appreciable electronic interaction 
between hydrogen and the alloying addition, whether this 
is expressed as an ionic or covalent contribution to the 
bond, or an effect due to filling the d-bond as suggested
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by TrQiano (196). A reduction in partial molar volume 
would almost certainly be accompanied by increased 
lattice solubility, which itself reduces the requirement 
of additional innocuous sites.
For an alloy of given composition, the procedure of 
dispersing hydrogen in microvoids (200) is obviously a 
valid method of reducing the supersaturation of the 
lattice which in turn would reduce the amount of hydrogen 
segregating preferentially to dislocations or other areas 
of triaxial stress. However, an investigation into the 
factors which control the binding energy of hydrogen to 
dislocations is important because it controls the basic 
transport mechanism of hydrogen from one site to another.
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The conc.lusiona based on this work fall into two 
sections, those concerning the cold-work peak and the 
behaviour of hydrogen in iron, and those derived from 
the magnetic aspects of the investigation. Since the 
object of the research was to clarify the behaviour of 
hydrogen in ferrite these conclusions will be presented 
first.
1. Since the height of the cold-work peak is linearly 
related to residual dislocation damping and the hydrogen 
content of the specimen, it is concluded that hydrogen 
interacts with mobile dislocation segments to increase 
the energy for their movement proportionally to its 
concentration.
2. There is a considerable storage capacity for 
hydrogen at dislocations and the elastic dislocation 
interaction energy is of the same order as the observed 
binding energy derived from the cold-work peak.
3. Under the experimental conditions of the research the 
figures for the activation energy for the diffusion of 
hydrogen in deformed iron lie in the bracket - c
7-8 Kcals./gm.mole.
J+. There is support for the theory that hydrogen 
occupies octahedral interstitial sites from considerations 
of both the partial molar volume of interstitial hydrogen 
and the existence of a Snoek peak.
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5. A Koster type of stress reorientation mechanism for 
the cold-work peak is in keeping with the results; it
is suggested that dislocations are associated with 
carbon and nitrogen at their cores with an outer 
atmosphere of hydrogen.
6. The small difference between the energy binding 
hydrogen to a dislocation and that associated with 
adsorption of hydrogen at a free surface would account for 
the controversy which exists about the accommodation of 
hydrogen in iron and steel which contain both internal 
voids and a high dislocation density. This makes it 
difficult to distinguish between embrittlement theories 
based on a reduction of surface energy as suggested by Petch 
(56) and theories based on hydrogen impeding dislocation 
movement. It has been demonstrated, however, that hydrogen 
interacting with dislocations is responsible for the 
anomalous diffusion coefficient below 150-200°C. (187)> 
which is the temperature range in which hydrogen 
embrittlement is a problem. In the light of the present 
work there is no doubt that hydrogen is attracted to 
dislocations and increases the energy required for their 
movement.
Magnetic damping has been shown to be inversely 
related to both magnetic field strength and tensile stress 
but directly related to amplitude dependence. These and
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some additional factors contribute to a vector diagram 
model which explains the effects of variables on 
magnetic damping.
7. There is a qualitative similarity between the 
breakaway of magnetic domain walls from internal strains 
and inclusions and the breaking away of dislocation loops 
from pinning interstitials.
8. The peak of the damping curve of deformed wires 
plotted against magnetic field strength shows the force 
at which the greatest number of domain walls can be 
induced to move. This force can then be related to the 
degree of deformation or the dislocation density.
(See appendix).
9. Residual magnetostriction is proportional to the 
square of the magnetizing strain, so the magneto-mechanical 
magnetization curve at low strains is directly comparable 
with the magnetization curve in fields of low strength and 
there is a magneto-mechanical analogue of Rayleigh's Law.
Suggestions for further work 
A thermal cycling procedure in which the heating 
rate is linear would he expected to provide more 
accurate figures for the diffusion coefficient since 
it would not then he necessary to apply a correction 
to the measured rate of heating.
Automicroradiography of sections of iron and steel 
specimens charged with tritium might he useful in 
determining where hydrogen is held in the structure. 
Internal friction of pure iron specimens containing 
just sufficient hydrogen to initiate the formation 
of cracks, and also of iron containing hoth hydrogen 
and carhon in order to study the interaction of 
different species of interstitials.
Internal friction of Fe-Si alloys might reveal 
something of the nature of the honds operating between 
hydrogen and the metal and work with Fe-Ni alloys 
would increase our knowledge of magnetic damping and 
possible interaction between interstitials and domain * 
walls.
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Table 9
The damping of deformed wires in different magnetic fields
(cf x 1pl+)
Degree of deformation ~ %
0.0 k.Q 9.1 16.0 21+.1+ 33.3 55.8 91+. 2
0 * 119.0 31 .2 19.8 15.5 1 3 .0 10.9 7.2 1 .7
5 6U.5 31.0 29.1 21 .2 16.1 15.3 7.8 1 .7
10 U3.8 2 6.5 3 2 .0 21+.6 18.2 11+.1 8.1 1 .6
0 15 28.5 2 3 .8 27.5 2 7 .0 16.0 12.3 8.3 1 .6VJ
20 18.8 17.5 2U.3 25.8 15.2 11 .2 9.1 1 .9
25 1 3 .0 15.5 21 .0 2 3 .8 1 3 .6 9.3 8.2 2.0
1 30 10.1 12.3 20.5 22.5 1 2 .2 8.5 6.9 2.0
h i+o 5.9 11 .1 16.5 19.8 1 0 .6 7.1+ 5.6 1 .8-p
' bO 50 3.0 9.2 11+.1 16.6 1 0 .3 6.6 1+.8 1.6
£ 55 — - — — — — 1+.1 —VL/
62.5 — - — — 8.1 5.8 — 1 .8-Pm 65 — — 11 .0 li+.o — 3.U _
H
75 1 .8 7.5 — — 8.0 5.5 3.6 1 .6
80 — — 8.9 12.1 — — — —<D•H 87.5 - - - — 7.5 5.2 3.7 1.6
100 1 .0 7.1 8.5 11 .7 6.2 5.0 3.1+ 1 .6
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Table 10
The damping of deformed wires in different magnetic fields
after being pickled, (sifx 10^)
,
Degree of deformation -  %
s.
0,0 U.O 9.1... 16.0 24.4 .31.3 55.6 94.2
0 0 122.0 U1+.3 29.1 21+.5 20.3 18.0 10.8 2.6Lv
5 68.0 14+.0 39.3 30.9 26.1+ 22.2 11.6 3.1
W 10 b 7.0 39.5 k9.3 36.0 26.0 23.3 13.1 3.0
1 15 35.0 35.3 46,2 37.1 29.5 2 3 .0 11+.5 3.2
20 — — 44.o 36.1+ — — — —
•P
bO 25 15.5 30.0 38.9 3U.5 26.1+ 20.8 13.2 3.5
£/X\ 30 — — 32.5 32.1+ — — — —vU
u 35 6.9 28.5 — — 2 4 .8 19.1 11 .8 3.2
-p
CO b o — — 30,5 2 9 .2 — — — —
rpl 50 U.9 26.6 26.3 26.5 21 .6 17.2 10.5 2.8•D
rH 65 3.2 26.1 21+.8 25.7 19.5 17.0 9.2 2.9
0
•H 80 2.1 2 5 .0 23.0 21+.2 19.5 15.9 8.1 2.5
100 2.2 2 5 .6 22.7 21+.0 18.8 15.1 7.9 2.3
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Table 11
Data used for the calculation of Q 'b.v the iterative method
State of Specimen
tm °k Heating rate between 200 and T^°K . 
dT/dt = S - °K/sec.
Peak
X
As charged - ~ 10.
Aged once 250 0.012 9.
,f twice it it 9*
** three times » ii 8.
" four times it ii 8.
H all effused - - Back
As charged - - 19.
Aged once 273 0.028 13.
" twice ti it 1i+.
H all effused - - Back
As charged - 22.
Aged once 298 0.020 13.
” twice i» it 10.
,f three times ti it 7.
H all effused - - Back
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Table 12
The dependence of* the damping of deformed wires on the strain 
of the internal friction test.
De
fo
rm
at
io
n 
- 
%
0.0. Surface Strain 
£  x 105
Damping
S  X 10^
2 .k
126
3.6
15k
k .8
176
* 5 . k
186
b.o £  x 105 
£  x 10^
2 .k
30
3 .5
k1
k .7
50
« 5.9
57
2U.1+ £ x 1 o5 
6* x 10^
2.1
13.0
2 . k
1 3 .6
3.1
1k.5
k%2 
16.U
5.2
18.0
33.3 £  x iob 
<$ x 10^
2.0
10.5
2 . k  
11 .0
3.0 
11 .5
k .o  
12. k
5.0
12.9
55.6 £ x 105 
x 10^
1.6
6.8
2 . k
7 .k
3.2
8.0
k .o  
8 th
t 200 t-
Table 13
The dependence of the damping of an annealed wire on the 
strength of the surrounding magnetic field.
( S  x 101*)
5Surface Strain x 10
2.1+ 3.6 1+.8 6.1
I
0 122 139 157 172
0)
0
1
-p
hO
3
0
U
-P
CO
•d
H
0
•H
ft
5 68 81 . 89 96
10 . h i  *3 . 51 .8 . 57,8 65.1
15... 35.5 U2.8 U5.8 h-9.1
25 15.3 18.0 19.5 20.6
35 8.7 11 .7 .. 1 3 .2 13.5.
50... 3.8 U.1 U.6 U.7
65 3.0 3.k. 3.5 3,7
80 2.8 . 2.5 . 2.9
100 I 2.5 2.6 2.6 . 2,8.,
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Table 11+
• i
Granato-Lucke plots for annealed wire in different 
magnetic fields. (log££ x 10^)
10_5/strain
0 .1+13-------* 0.276 i 0.207 0.165
0O
W
I
.d
p
bO
£
0
pm
•dI—I
0
•H
—^i— —
0 2.1+70 2.702 2.887 3.017
5 2.217 2.1+69 2.631+ 2.765
10 2.056 2.271+ 2.1+1+6 2.597
15 1.931+ 2.190 2 .31+6 2.1+71+
25 1 .569 1 .815 1.976 2.097
35 1 .321+ 1 .628 1.806 1 .913
50 0.922 1 .173 1.31+7 1 .1+55
65 0.861 1 .090 1 .228 1 .350
80 0.7U5 1 .008 1.11+6 1 .21+5
100 0.782 0.975 1 .101+ 1 .231
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Table 15
The effect of Magnetic field strength on the amplitude 
dependence anneala<i wires. ( £, « 2 ,l|2-6.06x10
Field Strength 
H - 0e
Damping 
& x 10^
Amplitude Dependence
. 0 50.0 137.0
5 28.0 77.0
10 17.8 1+8.9
15 13*6 37. k
25 5.3 11+.6
35 U.8 13.1
50 0.9 2.5
65 0.7 1 .9
80 0.6 1 .6
100 0.3 0.8
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Ta"ble 16
G-ranato-Lucke plots for deformed wires (log£<fx 1
Degree c)f Defo rmation ~ f0
0 .0 U.o 21+.U 33.3 55.6
0.620 - ■ - - - 1 .05
0 .5 0 0 - - - 1 .32 -
0 .1+80 - 1 .1+3 . - —
0 .1+20 2 .1+8 1 .95 1 .50 1 .1+2 1 .22
0.330 - - - 1 .51+ -
0 .3 2 0 - - 1 t6J+ - -
0 .3 1 0 - - - - 1 .1+0
0.280 2.71+ 2.15 - - -
0 .2 5 0 - - - 1 .70 1 .52
0.21+0 - - 1 .81+ - -
0 .2 1 0 2.92 2 .3 6 - - -
0 .2 0 0 - - - 1 .82 -
0.190 - - 1 .96 - -
0.170 3.00 2.1+5 mim MM M M
in1
o
c{
•H
Ctit*
-P
CO
0o
cd
'In
&
CO
u
-£0l+- 
Table 17a
Granato-Lucke plots for deformed wires tested in a 
magnetic field.(log& S x 109)
Wire swaged down by 1+.0% R.A.
10~f/Strain
0 ,i421+ 0.281 0.211 0.169
0 1 .930 2.176 2.358 2 .I486
00 5 2.017 2.207 2.14-10 2.535
ffi 10 1 .967 2.170 2.332 2.L}.52
1 15 1 .919 2.121 2.262 2.373
A
p 25 1 .850 2 .031+ 2.182 2.283
U)
£0 35 1 .823 2.013 2.11+9 2.2148£
p 50 1 .796 1 .985 2.111 2.215
CO
■d 65 1 .788 1 .972 2.097 2 .1 9 6
r—1 0 80 1 .771 1 .953 2.090 2.199
•H
P=) 100 1.7U2 1 .9U-1 2.068 2.168
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Ta~ble 17b 
Wire swaged down "by 3 A% K.A.
10-5
^Strain
0.1+35 0 .2 9 0 0.217 0.173
1 .827 2.01+9 2.270 2.1+77
1 .956 2.2U6 2.1+55 2.577
2.057 2.331 2.1+77 2.599
2.025 2.218 2.373 2.511
2.005 2.193 2.350 2.1+60
1.953 2.131+ 2.286 2.398
1 .875 2.072 2.21+6 2.378
1 .81*9 2.025 2.158 2.265
1 .781 1 .960 2.121 2.230
1 .756 1 .937 2.066 2.176
1.725 1.909 2.072 2.176
1.725 1.911 2.038 2.11+0
00 
w
1
-p
bO
£OU
-P
CO
I—I 
0 •H
0
5
10
15
20
25
30
kO
50
65
80
100
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Tahle 18
The hydrogen content of iron wires
Specimen H content p.p.m.
As received * 0.01
Annealed *  0.01
" and pickled 0.50
Cold reduced hy k.0% and pickled 1.09
tt tt tt ^ -j tt tt 1 .01+
,» 1. ft 16>0 ti tt 0.96
tt it tt 2 k .k i» »t 0.90
" " " 33.3 it tt 0.87
n • « « 55.6 tt tt U.25
As received 5.00
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Table 19
The tensile properties of iron wire
Reduction in area %
0.0 4.0 9.1 16.0 2U.i± 33.3
Elongation % 20.0 3.0 2.3 1.6 1 .8 1 .8
" Yield stress ! 
kg./cm2# 690 - - - - -
Plow stress 
kg./cm2 „ 309 1044 1057 1139 1230 1330
Maximum load kg. 5.66 7.93 9.07 8.95 8.27 8.39
U.T.S. kg./cm . 121+0 1870 2190 2280 2330 2660
Dislocation 2 
density lines/cm . 9.0x108 1.4x1 o"'0 1 .6x10^ ^ 1 01 . 8x10 1 02.1x10 2.5x10
- 2 0 8 -
T a b l e  2 0
H a r d n e s s  p ' o f i l e s  o f  i r o n  w i r e s
% Def, Hardness VPN 30g
0 83 87 86 87 87 89 88 88 89 87 87 86 87 83
1+.0 92 92 95 9b 9 6 99 100 1 01 100 99 96 91+ 95 92
9.1 98 100 101 103 112 113 111 113 112 103 101 100 98
16.0 102 101 101 107 112 107 105 107 112 107 101 101 102
21+.1+ 102 105 101+ 112 113 112 107 107 112 113 101+ 105 102
33.3 99 106 113 118 123 131 131 123 118 113 106 99
55.6 102 110 111 1142 11*8 11+8 11*2 111 110 102
Sh.2 187 195 192 202 201 203 202 202 203 201 202 192 195 187
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Table 21
Inclination of reflecting planes to wire axis
Reflection 1 2 3
(h2 + k2 + l2) 2 h 6
{ h  k 1> 110 200 211 2.
Inclination of 0% R.A. —
plane -£hkl^ to 
axis of wire of 90°? 70° 90°
—
i
specified deformation
2k.k% 65°
60°
90°
85° 90° 85(
33.3fo 65°
65° VO 
vO
 
O 
O
 
O 
O
i I
75°? 90l 
90°
851
90(
9 k .2% 65°
60° VO 
VO
 
O 
O
 
o 
o
i
90°
90°
90c
90c
Possible fibre 
axis 110
100^
110
110
111
-2 1 0  
Table 22
Comparison of Q values for the Diffusion of Hydrogen in Iron and the Cold-Work
■" ' ' ""'' ”T '1 "    ■ '  , 1 "  1 m 1 - i  i. ■ . " i ■
Activation Energy of the Cold-Work Peak(- 1 k.cal) ^Activation Energy for D:
|{Deformed Iron (+ 1 k.Ca!
Investigator Method Q-Kcals/mole Investigator
4
Hermant 
0U9)
r= r  exp(Q/RT)
• ^  Af<-^ Usees, assuming 7?0 = 10 7.3 Johnson & Hill (27)
Vacuum <
G-ibala
(147)
Frequency shift 8.i+ Frank,Swets 
& Fry (185)
Gaseous
Pig.61 Averaged frequency 
shift
7.0 Present work 
Fig. 37
Gaseous 
monitor( 
peak he:
Present work Tp at 1 c/s. 
Wert and Marx
7.0 Present work 
Fig. 37
Combinec 
height i 
rate at
- 211 -
Tahle 25
The components of the Snoek peak
Peak temperature 
°K
Peak height 
4" x 10^
Q Kcals./mole 
(half width)
Q Kcals ./mole 
(Wert & Marx 
(150))
......... . .. . j
h i 19 1 .5
I
2.8
U2 8 1 .1 2.5
Tahle 2h
The concentration and Relaxation Strength of Hydrogen 
in Lattice and Dislocation sites in iron cold worked hy 16.0$
Parameters for 
Lattice Hydrogen
Hydrogen at 
Dislocations
Ratio of 
Peak Heights
Reference
CH(ppm) 5h °H4- (ppm)
H
led
CH-L.aHJ-/CH .aH
0.01 100 1 .0 10 . 10 Present
work
1 .2 1 .2 0.3 50 10.5 Gihala (1^7)
i
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Appendix
Since etreBs move© domain "boundaries in a manner 
"broadly similar to that of a magnetic field, a residual 
strain can be produced by the application and removal of a 
stress. Thus Barkhausen jumps are controlled primarily by 
the internal stress field through which the domain 
boundaries move (190).
Magnetic damping is maximum when a small increase 
in the stimulus for domain wall movement produces the 
greatest number of Barkhausen jumps; this applies whether 
the stimulus is magnetic or mechanical in nature. In the 
present research the domain walls experience a force 
caused by the surrounding magnetic field, while the 
remaining force required to initiate Barkhausen jumps is 
provided by the stress of the internal friction test. The 
strength of the magnetic field at which the damping peak 
occurs is an expression of the force required to cause a 
jump, which is in turn a measure of the magnitude of the 
internal stress peaks and the severity of cold-work.
Sumner and Entwistle (190) quote the following approximate 
equation:
HJs = 3/2 \ o o f   .----- (50)
where H is the strength of the magnetic field acting on a
Bloch wall,
J is the saturation intensity of magnetisation, s
-213-
X ^  0Qj is the saturation magnetostriction in the
fioo] direction
and Cf is the tensile stress which will effect the
same "boundary movement as H.
which may he simplified to give the following approximate
relationship:
a  = 6.37H x 107  (5 1)
The following table may then be compiled.
Table 25
The forces required to initiate Barkhausen jumps in
deformed wires.
Degree of cold 
reduction
%
Magnetic field strength 
at which damping peak 
occurs Oe.
Force acting on 
Bloch walls 
dynes/cm^
0.0 0 0
i+.o 0 - 1 .0 0 - 6.37 x107
9.1 1 .5 - 2.5 9.55-15.9 x-07
16;0 2.5 - i+.O 15.9-25.5 x10
2h.b 1.3 - 3.0 9.55-19.1 xio'
33.3 1.0 - 2.0 6.37-12.7 x10
53.6 2.3 - k i5 15.9-28.7 x10
9U.2 i-4- • 0 *■* 8.0 2 5 .5-51 .0 x-’O'
- 21i+-
Although these values are subject to scatter they 
do show a general trend that increasing deformation will 
increase the force required to move domain walls, and 
there is a range of applied forces in which movement 
occurs.
-21 5t
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